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IS PULLING THE WIRES

TO 6.

were closed and boarded up. Late last
night Moscow was 1n darkness. The
strike leaders are boasting that the
strike will 'be transformed into armed
revolution, orators at the meeting declaring that Russia wilj be drenched
In blood before the long struggle ends.
Militar)- Train Leave Warsaw.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 21. At noon
today a continental train left the Warsaw station with military engine drivers and a strong guard of soldiers.
The tender and locomotive were old.
the strikers having rendered all others useless. Two flies of soldiers were'
drawn up on the platform. The railroad strike began In the Nicholas station at noon, but the Baltic roads were
still working nt that hour. Employes
of the PutilofT Iron works to the number of 12.000 have struck.
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ODELL SAYS ROOSEVELT
ATTEMPT

r.GES

ignorance;

T

SHOT DOWN

Insurance Superintendent Takum

Revolt

Ends
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ESTIMATE WAS

APOOWESS
Representative

Attacks the

Excitement in Chilean Klondike...
Valparaiso, Chile, Dec. 21. Enthusiasm for the gold discoveries in the Department of Agriculture.
wholesale Slaughter
Magellan territory, or Chilean KlonShares
dike, is rapidly Increasing.
are being sought for by the public, especially of those companies that are BURLESON ALLEGES
NEVER WORRIED ABOUT THE
BOMBARDMENT
OF TOWN
L0VERING
established along channels which can
reIs
seasons.
navigated
be
at
all
It
SALARIES OF PRESIDENTS
KILLS OVER FOUR HUNDRED
WANTED COTTON TO DROP
ported that the Magellan gold fields
are far richer than those of Alaska,
or the Transvaal, and the new Industry comes as another help for the Senate and House Adjourn for HoliNew Yorker Never Heard of Huge Rebellion in Courland City Terminated
country's present prosperity. The Impression is gaining ground that the niLegal Expenses of Companies and
by a Fearful
days After Short and Pertrate combination will soon be an accomplished
fact.
Didn't Look Into Management.
Massacre,
functory Sessions,

ISJEIED
Higgins Answers Chairman's
Scathing Accusation.

Ail-Ni-

FORMER

GOVERNOR

CHARGES

CONSPIRACY WITH PRESIDENT

Executive

of

New

York

Says

He

Wül Leave His Action to the
Verdict of the People.
New York, Dec. 21. Intercut In the
contest for the speakership of the
state assembly was tonight
largely centered upon the Interview
New-Yor-

given

out

by

Ociell,

re-

publican state chairman, In which he
accused President Roosevelt and Governor Higgins of a deliberate attempt
to wreck the republican party of this
state In order to further personal am,
bitions.
Assemblyman Wadsworth said tonight:
"I believe Governor Higgins' statement that President Uoosevelt did not
dictate my candidacy, and I think
Governor Higgins Is abundantly able
to take care of himself."
Mr. Wadsworth said he would not
attend the conference of republican
assemblymen called in this city tomorrow, although ho had received an
invitation tonight.
Mr. Wadsworth said th.it he recognized the conference originated with
his opponents and added:
I was never more confident than 1
am this minute that I will be elected. I have received assurances that
make It absolutely certain."
Assemblyman Merritt tonight gavf
out a statement In which he said:
"Governor Higgins Is quoted toda).
us still of the opinion that the prest- dent will not Interfere in the selection
of a speaker for the assembly. At
the same time he seeks to convey the
Impression that the election of his
nominee, Mr. Wadsworth, will be especially pleasing to the president,
seeking, I suppose, to get the benefit
of the president's great personality
for his candidate by Indirect means.
"In a previous Interview he has admitted that he told me that he did not
Include me in the list of men whose
election was for any reason Improper
or not for the best Interests of the
people of the state, in our Interview
lie reserved the right to oppose the
Domination of such persons, discussing the question generally, but stated
explicitly that this would not occur In
my esse.
"Every experienced member of the
assembly resents this and has a right
to resent the naming of Mr. Wadsworth for the speakership.
"The situation Is unheard of In the
history of the political parties of the
state. Mr. Wadsworth, it is claimed,
did not know that he was a candidate
until Governor Higgins told him so.
At that time he wns under obligations
to Assemblyman Hooker to support
him to the end of the canvass. At
this opportune moment when the fact
of his preference was announced to
Mr, Wadsworth, Mr. Hooker by a
singular coincidence was on the scene.
He
thereupon conveniently
withdrew."
ItOOSEVELT WARMLY ENDORSES
WADSWORTH FOR SPEAK Ell
Old Westbury, L. I., Dec. 21.
Cocks,
of the president's
own congressional district on his return from Washinton, staled here today that he had called at the White
House to consult with the president
as to the attitude of the assemblyman
from Nassau county about the speakership contest. The president said
that as a citizen of Nassau and a constituent of the assemblyman, If his
advice was asked, he would state that
In his opinion Mr. Wadsworth was an
ideal candidate for speaker; that It
would be the best possible thing both
for the party and state If he were
tdected; that he possessed the very
qualities most needed In the speakership at this particular juncture; that
not only was he a man of ability, of
unflinching courage and ruggedly aggressive honesty, but his election
would mean that the republicans
would have a speaker absolutely free
from dictation by an individual or by
any ring, a man who would be entirely his own master and Incapable of
being coerced by any Interest, political or financial, and it would end a
long squabble. That Is the type of
men the plain people who compose
the great bulk of the republican party
wish to see high In the party manage
ment.
PARSONS ELECTED CHAIRMAN'
OK COCNTY COMMITTEE
New York, (Friday) Dec. 22. At
2:35 a. in.. Congressman Herbert Par-n- o
mm was elected chairman
of the New
York county republican committee by
acclamation.
It was known at the outset of the

r

New York. Dec. 21
Francis Hendricks, superintendent of insurance of
New York state, was the chief witness
before the legislative committee of the
insurance Investigation today and testified that the examinations of Insurance companies by his department are
made to ascertain pnly the solvency
of the companies, and that no examination Is made Into the extravagance
of the management of a company, or
Into salaries paid to officers so long
is the company is able to pay Its obligations. No Investigation Is made
Into the commissions paid to agents,
the system of loaning on the premiums, the advancing of loans to agents
or loans to directors. The employof officers In
ment of
high positions is not Inquired Into.
From the Xew York Herald.
This has long been the custom of the
department, the witness said, and he
declared further that he personally
knew little or nothing about the various examinations made, as they were
entrusted to Isaac Vanderpool, chief
examiner of the department.
Mr. Hendricks said his department
spent last year about ÍUÍ.000 and received in feos and payments $1187,000,
which was paid into the state t:ias-ury- .
To make examinations thai
would bring out such Informations us
has been gathered by the legislative
committee, the witness taid, would require tec. more examiners and an addiof from fifty
tional appropriation
thousand to sixty thousand dollars. He
thought, however, he onutd get the
appropriation, If he asked for It.
Mr. Hendricks kl.evi 'nothing of the
large legal expenses of the New York
Lire Insurance company, the Equitable
and Mutual Life, as they had never
He had
been called to his attention.
never heard of the Wash sales of seque district.
loans of
curities, nor the year-enIn connection with Mr. Andrews' the Equitable to the clerk of Kuhn.
bill for a federal building, however, lx)Cb & Co.. nor had these ever been
it Is appropriate to add that Speaker brought to his attention.
Cannon has passed word down the
line that there will positively be no
Onto Receipts $1.000.
omnibus public buildings bill passed
San Francisco, Dec. 21. The gate
receipts of the Fitzslmmons-O'Brle- n
at this session of congress.
Albuquerque therefore will be oblig- fight last night was $16.407. Of this
ed to wait another year or more at s,um sixty per cent went to the gladialeast for her federal building.
tors. Fitzsimmons collapsed In the
thirteenth round, and will only receive $2.461 for his fight, while Opress questions of honesty or ques- 'Brien gets $7,3S3. It was the largest
tions of dishonesty.
crowd that has attended uny fight In
"So far as the future of the repub- San Francisco this year.
lican party Is concerned I think that
it can safely be trusted with the press
and the people us to whether my action Is wise or unwise."
kins-peop-

le

AlbuquerqueWill Have

To Wait a Year for
The Federal Building

Andrews Introduces Bill for
Erection of 1200,000 Edifice.

Delegate

Special to the Morning Journal.
21.
Washington,
Delegate
Dec.
V. H. Andrews today
Introduced n
bill In the house of representatives
providing for the erection of a federal
building at Albuquerque at a cost of
two hundred thousund dollars. The
bill also provides for the establishment of a customs district In the territory to be known as the Albuquer- meetlng, which was called to order
9 o'clock last night that
the two opposing forces in the republican party In New York state which
are engaged In a preliminary battle
as to the speakership of the assembly
would again lock horns over the control of the New York county committee. The
forces
led by Congressman Herbert Parsons
us candidate for president of the Committee, soon began their efforts to
have the president named at this time.
The opposing forces fought for a
postponement of the election of officers until January 4. The Odell forces,
led by William Hulpln, resorted to filibustering, but were outvoted on each
roll call.
The decisive vote was, ayes, 322;
noes. 2S8. Following
the election
which was received with wild enthusiasm, Mr. Halpln made a speech In
which he pledged his cordial support
to the new head of the committee.

shortly after

anti-Ode-

ll

DENIAL IS
AND RELIREHATH
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 21. Governor
Higgins tonight replied In part to the
statement made In New York today
by former Governor B. H. Odell, Jr.,
chairman of the republican state committee In reference to the governor's
action in proposing Assemblyman
James W. Wadsworth, of Livingston
county for speaker of the state assembly. The governor's statement was
made verbally, but dictated with more
than ordinary care and deliberation to
the group of newspaper correspondents. He said:
, "I have read the statement of Governor Odell sent out this afternoon
from New York and published In the
evening papers In which ho states that
I said that I would
not be for any
candidate for speaker of the assembly
from either of the large cities of the
state. I think he must have forgotten
our last conference in New York last
Friday.
"Previous to my going to New York
I had learned, through several member of the assembly that called upon
me, that Governor Odell was ualng
my name for the purpose of securing
pledges for Mr. Merritt for speaker.
I asked him by what authority he was
using my name. He told me he
thought at a conference a month previous, he had satisfied me that Mr.
Merritt was the proper man to support for the place. I at that time
(last Friday) asked if he would agree
upon any other candidate any other
man in the legislature. He told me
that he would not; that he was pledged to Mr. Merritt. I do not care to
discuss with Mr. Odell through the
GOVERNOR

S

CAREFIL

d

SAYS ROOSEVELT AND HIGGINS

TRIED TO WRECK PARTY
New York, Dec. 21. Former Governor R. U. Odell, chairman of the republican state committee
made a
statement today In which he charged
President Roosevelt and Governor
Higgins with a deliberate attempt to
wreck the republican putty of this
state for their personal ambitious. He
declared that is disaster ensued, they,
not he, will be responsible. Odell's accusations' were part of his comment
on the situation growing out of the
contest In the republican party in fills
state for the speakership of the New
York state assembly.
Odell declared
himself In favor of E. A. Merritt, Jr.,
several days ago. On Monday
last
Governor Higgins came out In favor
of J. W. Wadsworth, Jr. Odell gives
out a long statement In which he
charges Governor Higgins with duplicity and the president with unwarranted interference and closes with
the declaration that Wadsworth will
not be elected.
Odell, in his first statement today,
says: "I charge President Roosevelt
and Governor Higgins with Injecting
their personalities Into the speakership contest. They will be to blame
if disaster results. I and my friends
have not made this fight, but now we
are for harmony and we will have it.
If we have to fight for It."
CopiM'r I'rom Ireland.
Waterford, Dec. 21. The fates are
kind, there are prosperous days In
store for a deserted village on the
coast of County Waterford, where a
company proposes reopening a
copp?r mine.
Years ago a village near the Bay of
Konmahou boasted 12,000 inhabitants;
today there are but 200. The Honrnahon Copper Mine Development syndicate believes that In a few years 1,000
men may be employed In the mines.
The city Is backing the new venture
and the syndicate feels secure of the
capital of $150,000 which It la Investing.

Injured in Collapsing House.

Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 21.

By the
cottage on
collapse of a four-rooPico Heights last night during a severe
wind storm three persons were Injured, two perhaps seriously.
m

IXÍOlRII

Riga. Livonia. (Wednesday Morn-"SDec. 20. Refugee land owners
are arriving here. It is reported that
there was bloodshed at Taleeu yesterday.
Revolutionary peasants entrenched themselves in their houses,
from the windows of which they fired
on the patrolling soldiers. It is esti),

mated that forty Infantrymen and cav.
alrymen were killed or wounded.
Additional details of the revolt at
Takum, Courland, have been received.
The revolt began December 12.
when the revolutionary municipality
requested Captain Von Mueller, who
was stationed there with fifty Infantry and forty dragoons, to withdraw
the military patrols from the streets,
because the Inhabitants wished to establish a civilian guard. The captain
"greed to do this, but forgot to inform his soldiers, who, upon resuming guard duty were encountered by
armed agitators. The leader shouted
that they had received Von Mueller's
permission to carry arms, but the soldiers fired on the agitators and a fight
ensued In which fifteen persons were
killed.
'On December 13 the soldiers buried
their comrades, but the people fired
on the funeral procession from the
windows of their houses.
More dragoons arrived and another
fight occurred.
The soldiers finally
were compelled to retire with ten
wounded, leaving Takum In the hands
of 8,000 armed revolutionists.
The
Bame evening a disguised dragoon succeeded In bringing a report of the affair to the governor general, who was
asked fur reinforcements.
Meanwhile the revolutionaries barricaded the streets with entanglements.
Next morning the revolutionaries set
fire to the building in which the officers and forty dragoons were housed.
The officers and men tried to escape, but were prevented hy the entanglements and were fired on by the
revolutionaries from the windows of
houses, resulting in the killing of Capdratain Von Mueller and twenty-fou- r
goons, and the wounding of an officer
and thirteen privates. Only three escaped.
The revolutionaries
then
frightfully mutilated the bodies of the
dead soldiers.
Next day five companies of reinforcements with three guns, arrived,
but the revolutionaries compelled them
to retire by a fusllade from the win-

WIPED OUT
Merlin, Dec. 21. A terrible picture
of the war against the Hercros in

German Southwest Africa Is painted
in the report of the headquarters staff
presented to the
which has been
Reichstag.
It states that the Hercros In the
northern provinces of the colony have
been virtually exterminated.
They fled before the Kaiser's forces
across the Omahehe desert, where
they perished by thousands of hunger
and thirst.
Rendered desperate by their sufferings, they dvig holes in many placía
fifty and sixty feet deep In the hope
of discovering water, and, finding
none lay down and tiled In the desert.
of bodies were found
Hundreds
strewn over the sand. In some Instances the negroes In their despalillad huddled together to die, and their
bodies were found In great heaps.
WOMAN PREDICTS
190(1 Will Ro

l ull or

--

DISASTER.

Woo for German

Empire.

Paris, Dec. 21. Mine, do Thebes,
the French Mother Shlpton, has Issued
her annual forecast of the world's
events of next year.
Madame's picture of the futuro Is
painted, In somber tones.
Nineteen
hundred and six will be a bad year,
she says. Europe will be disorganized. A crisis will occur in Germany,
and there will be several deaths in the
German royal family.
Austria Is to have an "outbreak
sequel." South
with an unlooked-fo- r
America is to have "trouble," and this
year of gloom will end with the failure ot several savings banks In various countries, including Great Itiltain.
Mino, de Thebes also predicts an
epidemic in the United States, and
tne loss to France of several great
artists. Some of these, she hints darkly, must beware of the sea.

I

dow.

General Chourunrhenko then ordered the artillery to bombard the town.
Many of the inhabitants who had not
learned of the arrival of reinforce-

BURNED TO THE

ments thought the terrorists were Injured by tombs, and they fled In all
directions. The troops surrounding
the town, fired on the people, killing,
according to refugees, 400 of them.
The bloodshed lasted from 8 o'clock
In the evening until 9 o'clock In the
morning, when the townsmen surrendered. Two-thirof the Inhabitants
fled the town.
DETAILS OF KILLING IN
COAL BARGE FURNISHES
Similar occurrences are reported
Goldingen
Taleen.
from
and
CHIHUAHUA RECEIVED
SPECTACULAR OCEAN FIRE
Meanwhile peasants continue to devastate the estates of the Baltic nobility, and fifty estates are reported to
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 21. Details of have been burned down.
Atlantic City. N. J.. Dec. 21. The
the murder uf two Americans and the
barge Ituker, bound from New York
wounding of two others near Diaz. SINGLE WIRE TO MOSCOW
for Philadelphia In town, was burned
BRINGS ALARMING REPORTS to the water's edge here today. It Is
Chihuahua, arrived today in a letter
St. Petersburg, Dec. 21. The single
crew wus taken off by
from Mrs. Rutherford, wife of one of
telephone wire working to Moscow this presumed the
ocsays
murder
the
She
the victims.
afternoon brought grave reports of se- the tug Sea ::ing. which was towing
curred at the home of F. H. Flnstad, rious disorders and collisions between the Raker. The Abescon life saving
the Los Angeles man, and that the the troops and populace.
crew went out to the burning barge,)
robbers followed the Americans there.
Moscow Iire First (inn.
but could do nothing to save the ves.
The robbers appeared at the Flnstad
St. Petersburg, Dec. 21. The first
was seen of the Sea King
house, surrounding it, and knocked at gunslit the battle which may determine sel. Nothing
Reading, which the
barge
of
nor
the
were
occupants
the door, while the
the fate of Premier Wltte's experiment
King also had in tow. There was
at supper. Flnstad opened the door with moderate constitutionalism and Sea
and there
He ran Introduce either reaction or complete no one on board the Maker
und was struck with a rifle.
.
Rutherford revolution, were fired yesterdiy at was no cargo. There were appearand hid In a haystack.
ances, however, that the vessel had
C.
M.
was shot through the heart,
as recently carried a caro of coal. The
Mohcow, when ti general strike
Murray through the head, and an un- successfully launched.
The leaders
had probably been burning
known cowpuncher, "Shorty," was of the movement of the proletariat Raker lust
night Hiid was not seen
since
wounded in the head. The robbers last night were making their last prepfrom here until this morning, when
stayed around until 2 o'clock In the arations here for
general engage- she had floated to within fivu miles
morning trying to open the safe or ment which will be on at noon today.
shore. The burned barge was
nnd Flnstad to open It. Both objects The leaders profess to he greatly en- of this by
the Powelton Transportafailed, and they got no money. The couraged at the news from Moscow owned
company of New York.
two bodies and "Shorty" were taken to anil o(hr districts, and declare there tion
p
Santa Rosalia. The bodies ure being Is no question that the
will be
Quiet Restored In Shanghai.
embalmed, and will probably reach Kl complete. The workmen's council last
Washington, Dec. 21 The stalo dePaso tomorrow. Governor Creel has night issued stirring proclamations de. partmenthas a cablegram
from
sent the loinmander of the Rurales to daring that the governnwnt had casi Shanghai reporting that the situation
pursue the robbers. "Shorty" says he to the winds the principles of the Im- h iioiiiihI, that 1,(111) sailors, marines
recognized the leader. Flnstad is said perial manifesto of October 30. and and volunteers aro guarding the
to be a rich miner whose home Is In was now bimylng Itself on reaction, streets: the viceroy has
returned and
I)s Angeles. Murray was his brother. trickery and deceit. The proclama- the mixed court will probably
reopen
and his manager. Rutherford tion ended with a summoning of ali Saturday.
was a neighboring ranchman, and was the people of Russia to Join In the
spending the night with Flnstad.
Fragile KIIM-general strike and not cease the strugCord.
London, Dec. 21. Hon. R. Lemleux,
gle until the demands for a constituAtlantic Coast Storm.
renow In Paris, In an Interview in the
ent assembly, universal suffrage,
Norfolk, Va., Dec. 21. The Virginia lease of arrested leaders of the pro- Temps, stated that the entente
o
and North Carolina coasts were swept letariat, etc., be accorded.
had more than ever reconciled
by one of the most severe storms of
the doublo loyalism, one of fact, the
Excitement hi Old Capital.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 21. According other of sentiment, whh-French-C- a
the year last night and this mornthe nadians expressed for Greet Britain
ing. No disasters have been reported to information received during
either from Cape Henry, Va., or Cape night from Moscow, that city was In and for their mother country. French
Halteras, N. C, but this absence of a state of great excitement yesterday, Canadians had no Intimation of severnews does not allay the fears for The inhabitants were scurrying about, ing the "fragile silken cord", whlhc
buying supplies of candles, etc. Store hound them to England.
shipping at sea.

1ST

Washington. Dec. 21. The cotton
crop controversy In the house which
was transferred to the floor
with
"leave to print" in the Congressional
Record today, consists of statements
by Mr. Loverlng of Massachusetts, and
Mr. Burleson of Texas. Loverlng; attacks thejiecuracy of the estimates of
the crop by the department of agriculture in several ways.
He alleges that the glnners' report issued by
the census bureau yesterday show
there has been ginned to December 13
In Georgia.
North Carolina, South
Carolina and Oklahoma 138,411 bales
more of cotton than the department
estimated as the entire crop In th
territory, and there la from six to
eight weeks more of the ginning- season. Mr. Loverlng makes no criticism
of Ihe secretary of agriculture personally, nor of officials under him.
The reply which Hurteaon has filed
maintains that the difference between
the figures of Loverlng and thowe of
the department vary simply because
of the variation in the weight of bales,
lie says the department announced Its
estimates of tile crop on December 4
in hales of fiOO pounds gross weight;
that the census bureau makes its special preliminary reports in "running
hales." Running bales are those actually turned out by glnners and according to Rtirleson, they have different weights in different slates,
Hurhwoii In bis statement alleges
that Loverlng has raiidldly confessed
that he 1ms a personal interest in endeavoring to reduce the price of cotton; Hi il jn lie beginning of the- present cotton season he wen! on the floor
of the New York Cotton exchange, and
predicted the crop this year would
Lovering,
reach 1.1.000,000 bales.
l'urleson declares, Is one of the largest
cotton spinners In the country, and,
believing the crop would be large, he
adds, has evidently failed to provide
himself with sufficient stock for his
mills, "hence these tears."
ALL PIIILIPPINlTTiAILROAO
CONTIIA4TS ARE REIECTEI
Washington. Dec. 21, All bids for
concessionary contracts or grants for
the construction of railroads In the
Philippines recently submitted to the
bureau of Insular affairs were today
rejected, because of departures from
the terms of the circular calling for
proposals.
Secretary Taft, after a number of
conferences with Governor Wright and
Mr. Forbes of the Philippines commission, and Colonel F.d wards, chief of
the Insular bureau, today decided to
read vert Ise for proposals and January
20 at 10 a. m., has been fixed as the
date for the opening of new bids for
these concessions. The terms will be
modified In some particulars.
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ITER'S
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SWORX IX AS

M CCESSOR OF MITCHELL
Washington. Dec. 21. After tt session of little more than one hour's dtn
ration the senate today adjourned until January 4. Only about half of th
session was legislative in character
and the greater part of It was devoted
to a discussion of the regularity of the
credentials of Mr. Gearln, who succeeds Mr. Mitchell as senator from Oregon. The credentials were accept d
and Mr. Gearln was sworn In.
j

I'AYXE SAYS not SE
ORATORY IS EXIlAt STEI
Washington, Dec. 21. There was
but a ten minute session of the house
today when the holiday adjournment
Twa
until January 4 was taken.
speeches, one attacking and the other
defending the cotton crop estimates
of thi government wire to have been
made, but permlsslon was granted to
print these speeches In the record. Mr,
Payon announced:
"Our oratory seems to have been
exhausted." and without extendi'!?
further Invitation to any member tor
a speech, the adjournment was declared by the speaker.
LOST OX NEw"7,I'!a"lAXI PEAK.
Wandered

ior

Two

la

Virtually

Without Food.
TurWellington, N. Z.. Dec. 21.
ner, an F.ngllKh climber. Is lying in a
hospital at Wellington, suffering from
the effects of a terrible experience on
Nguruhoe mountain.
He set out from a hut half Way up
the mountain, snd reached the crater
after three hours' climbing over a
difficult glacier.
A terrific gale cam" on, In which
snow goggles
Mr. Turner's
nri
blown away. Ho lmt bis way and was
two
on
days
the
compelled to spend
mountain without shelter, and virtually without food.
Eventually he reached Waloru, delirious and nearly blind from the effects of the snow.

Friday, December 22, 1905.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'.

PAKE TWO.

city Ialt night. .Thtjy have been lookSPFX IAL SALE
,
ing into a placer proposition In that
FJtlDAY AX1 SATl'IiDAV.
vicinity and there is a strong proba- 2 lbs. Fancy Creamery Butter. . ,55c
bility that the company which they Good Sweet Corn, per can
7c
Mr.' und Mr. I. Freeman are In the represent will take hold of it and put 12V4c grade of Peas
10c
city from Las Cruce.
In a big plant.
10c
l2Vic grade of Tomatoes
OVER EIIGLE
Enimett C. tironk. of Juliet, Illinois.
We will receive a very fine lot of
P.ev. Father George J. Juillard, of
NEW
H in the city on business.
fiallup. t editor and publisher of the dressed turkeys, geese, ducks and
I'aul Kempenich, of Peralta, wan In Catholic Pioneer, was in the city yes- -' chickens.
Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.
1 pkg. of Force
th city on business yesterday
and 1 pkg. tif
terday.
.
2Tc
Thomas Harwood has just reCharles Perkins has arrived in thei Grape Nuts
25c
turned from an extended visit to city from Detroit. Mich., arid will; 3 bottles of Chsnv Chow
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
3 pkgs. of Seeded Raisins
.2,"c
tonus in northern New Mexico.
j
make his home In Albuquerque.
Xew
Cod
per
Fish,
10c
brick
Mrs. J hn I! irrodalle entertained a
Attorney Klmer K. Veedor, of IjisI
We have One of the very finest lines
friend i yesterday at a morning musi- Vegas, was In Albuquerque looking
of holiday candles to be found in the
cal, which
WATER USERS TO RATIFY THE
a very pleaf wit affair. after his legal affairs yesterday.
city. The prices are reasonable too.
Superintendent I. L. Hlbbard. of the
tcrge m. fa rg, or i'nnadeiphla, ar- t boxes of Christmas tree candles. 25c
? CONTRACT WITH GOVERNMENT Santa Fe cnaat Une, returned to the rived in the icity last night.
8 cans Sardines
2ác
vvest last night after a day in Alb'u-- j
C. O. Becbe Is In the city from
New Mince Meat, per pkg
9c
ÍVeiMiue.
Cleaned Currants, per pkg
11c
After lor g and thorough dUii:.-.-;'- .
;llr.. Wine cf Thoreau. spent yes-- j
Last call on holiday goods. We proof the contract for the toixiiuilici t't"i!ay In the (ty doing holiday
vided nno of the best assortment!! seen
-- OF THE- to
and
returned
the lumber e;inip MURPHY BELIEVES MOB IS in Albuquerque, and while trade has
of the ftlo Grande Irrigation project,
the board of governors of the Kl Paso last niK'.it.
met our every expectation, we Ftill
Klllia Chaves, axe 16 and Jone Canhave a nice lot left.
Valley Water I'fer' association h:i.s ap.
Prleis were
1!
were yesterday grant-e- d
PERPETUALLY SEEKING
He
never lower, and wc have lots of exproved the contract in every respei I delaria.license
to weil by the probate
a
tra help in order to serve every one
and ordered it submitted to the stock- clerk of Ihrnalillo county.
prom ptly.
holder of the association for ratificaK. (!. Ileon of
TO KILL
rp
Candled Citron, per lb
the Lantry-Sh- n
20c
tion.
BjWlBWfjHIflVHKlirffliM
Construe Hon company, spent yesterday
California Grapes, 2 cans
25c
Within a day or two the call for an In the city from Helen, and left for
California Plums, 2 cans
25c
election will be imucd by Felix Mirlin-tz- . the en I off tow it tint night.
15c
John Murphy, late of Wlnslow, who 2 pkgs. Cold Water Starch
secretary of the asam tation.
Lots of fresh nuts, ligs, dates, fiult,
The Sunday school of the Congre- labor under the perpelua; hallucinamass
name
a
day
will
be
held
The
etc., etc.
gational church will hold Us Christ- tion
that a bloodthirsty mob Is after
meetlny of the stockholders anion,; inas exercises in the el lurch this
TIIF. MAZE,
evhim, was arrested last night by Police,
whom are Included all land owner. ening beginning ut 7:30 o'clock.
William Klcke. Proprietor.
ho have tdgned up their tracts tin li
men Wagner and Ross! and placed In
;. Sutherland, local representathe project and have completed their tiveJ.
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, NOVEMBER 9, 1905
lockup. Murphy was grateful to
Holly, mistletoe and rverxrccii for
the
Hie
of
Packing
Armour
company,
agreement with the association in r
mas;
Christ
At
decorations
at
the
taking
officers
Trotter
of
him
for
their
Chicago,
under
night
left last
for Denver,
gard to the disposition if the laid.
where he w ill spend the holidays visit- pr.dec tion. ai:d he "believes that they Haw kins.
Abundant opportunity tór discussion ing
relatives.
have saved him from a terrible death
will be offered.
The Pcslnl ievcrcil :'.S5 addressed
1'. II. Rhodes. In charge of the PullEvery cliuse of tl contract wiil
at the hands of the wild rabble w hich pat'kngcN
cdiicsday and Thursday.,
be explain (I ami themembers of th man company's interests In Albuquerthe
man believes Is al- Have tliclr messengers deliver your
unfertunate
association lw ill benformed of !' que, left yesterday for Peahody, Kan- ways seeking his life.
Santa Clan, liotli 'phones.
d24
sas, where he will spend the holidays
full ignitl' .iice.
Murphy left Winslow sometime ago.
The contrkct miks the most deci- with his family.
,
LIABILITIES
RESOURCES
Kodrlgucz Spanish Opera company
Joseph
It. Aimer,
sive step yeqiakti in the negotl.it Ion
usslstnnt en- Ileeing from this mo'o of his own im- direct from Spain, at the Casino,
1
agining.
likely
be
It
is
will
he
that
Kngle
gineer
dam.
for the constuctm of the
at the Albuquerque Indian
Friday evening, Dec. 22.
Loans and Discounts
$ 1,350,056.00
$ 208,105.58
Captlal anil Frofits
absolutely asrmrng the successful out- Kt hoid. left
niffht. accompanied examined for his insanity with a view
to determining whether or not he be
I y
come of the Vjijei t.
Mr. Abner. for a few days' visit sent
Don't V:lt
Ilonds, Stocks, Real Estate
02,322.00
200,000.00
Circulation
to the Las Vegas asylum.
Meelln j Largely Altcndcd.
with relatives ni Lacuna.
Till the end of the i::oiV i lo mak3
Banking
House
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and
Furniture.
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DIo.slt8
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your
i
The Kl
statements.
cut
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members
It
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Cash and Exchange ... 1.370,300.21 1,070,300.21
bloe k at 3 o'clock was attended bv evquested to be present, us Important nounced here by James A. Kerr, one every month. Ask Milchner & Lith-gogovernors
ery member of the board of
the bookbinders, for samples and
business will be transacted.
of the directors of and counsel for the
TOTAL
.$3,130,781.81
TOTAL
$3,130,781.81
who wan in the city.
Kaihvay. that that com-- ; prices. At the Journal office.
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Coast
Services
at
Temple
Albert
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CALL
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road
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speak
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mitted the contract, which was read one
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The unml ttloini of the c.tioii un;
one of the vcor.it for in any jceaioim.
nvvept over New
Mexico jeHferdiy.
A freezlnic uln.I fnnn the northeast
blew uteadlly for the t enty-fou- r
hour and the thermoineii r dropped
rapidly all dny. A fiiuiiie hllzud
fro-rated over the mount ilni
this city and one of the heaviest fi.ií.
of the aelHon eoveif.,
the Hindi in.
The now wan
.ill over the ti r.
rltory, only n üIIkI.; í'irrv lieinic n
tico hie in thin city. ' The tdorm
trafile nerlouWy on the S uit i I'e
and all trains erp ciulte hue. 'n. ?.
the faiit mail train which it pr:ty
generally cIokp to the m hedui... arilv-Iriher at beten
hihI Unce
o rhx'k thin inornlnif, ne irly four
hour late.
Report from northern Ariion.i and
all over New Mexico ludiente that the
ndorm
m wlJenpreael, and
by the l.nvent tfniperj'ui e
of the eaon to date.
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Autoniohllixt WfMitx Merc).
Parla, Uec, 21. Application for executive clemency han been xubtnllti I
to the foreign ofllcp In behalf of Llllott
P. Shepard, aon of the late Colonel
Elliott K. Shepard. of Xn York, vi ho
waa sentenced October 2 to thro
montha' Imprlaonment und 11'.' M íe,
and to par tLOOO ilamar-- a lo the ja,
ren ta of Madeline Mardue!, who
killed by Mr. Bhepard'a au'. t nobl'c mi
April 24.
The purpoae of the application I to
t.
have a fine aubatltuted for tne
M. Itouvler. the premier, linr
referred the application to the nt'inn-tr- y
I
of Justice.
lmpii-onmen-
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Future Pailroad Center of
Located on
Helen

IShe

the

Cat-o- rf

JVetej

of The Atchison TopeHa SSI Santa

Me jcico

Fe 'Railway

The new City of Belcn is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

leading east and west

The Helen Uotvn and Improvement Company
(INCORFOUATKU)

AUK TUB OWNKKS OK TUB ÜKLEN TuWNSITE, Conslatlng of ONU THOUSAND nUHINKSS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (nlze 25x112 feet) fronting upon 80
and
atreeta and avenue niOUT l
tenter of the NEW CITr and directly upon the Santa F Hallway Depot Ground. The Atchison, Topeka nnd Santa Fe Railway company Is now grading Its
extensive depot grounda and yard 'limita son
a mile long, (capacity of acv. nty miles of aldo trck) to accomodate Its NEW I'AS.SEXCJEU and FllEIGUT depot.-- . HARVEY EATING HOUSE,
Round House, Coal Chutos. Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc
70-fo-

VV

cisTHE

--

,

i

CITy OF BELEfl
--

Has a population of 1500, and several larKe Mercantile Houses, The Helen Patent Roller Mills, enpaclty 150 barrels daily; winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping
point for Hour wool whcit wine bears h
In New Mexico.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North. South, East and West, to all points in the United States and Old Mexico its future
aa a Commercial 'point "cann t i " n
All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass througn Helen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
and the Pacific Coast. The water Is good and climate unsurpassed. Helen he. a lid 000 nul li
.
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill,
drug atore, harness shop. etc. THE LOTS OFFERFn
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. One third of purchase money cash;
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at eigni per cent per annum.
Title r,e.fe, f um warranty deedi
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particular, and prices of lot, raU ln person or write to

l T

Z

two-thir-

The Belen Towi and Improvement Company
JOIIfi TECKE"R. Trejídent

WM. M.VEV.GE-R- .
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and In the future he will be known
as the assistant general manager of
,
i
HURLEY
the company.
Mude Excellent Record.
Although Mr. Gaunt has been In
the employ of the Santa Fe as super- of telegraph for the entire'
BADGER GREEK tntendent
system for but three and one-ha- lf
Williams. Ariz., Sept. 26, 1905.
years, taking up the duties of that of- -'
Agent.,
NEAL,
General
MR. W. E.
flee on March 1, 1902, he has accom
an unusual amount of work In
Union Central Life Insurance Company,
WAS BY WRECKERS plished
that time which has been of momenSUIT
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
tous Importance to the company.
OVERCOAT
DEAR SIR: I am just In receipt of your letter Informing "we that
Under his direction the telegraph
DUN LAP HAT
system of the company from Chicago
$423.75.
your
Company Is
the cash dividend on my policy of $25.000 in
UNDERWEAR
to San Francisco and to the gulf has
NECKWEAR
amount of the premium on my policy Is J231S.75. This cash
The
reorganized. He has replaced all
GLOVES
Is better
Santa Fe' Manager Says been
Is
premium.
This
18
per
cent
$423.75
the
of
dividend
of
the obsolete machinery In the departHOSIERY
ment with new and up to date apparthan you told we it would be and shows excellent management on
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
atus and has rebuilt the entire teletruly,
Very
the part of the Company.
HOUSE COAT
Evidence Is Conclusive.
graph property along all of the lines
E. B. PERRIN.
NIGHT ROBE
of the system at a cost of about
SUSPENDERS
This reorganization and reMUFFLER
building of the telegraph system has
UM HUELLA
PART OF SYSTEMATIC PLAN
practically quadrupled the operating
BATH KOBE
capacity of the lines. At present there
CCOLLARS AND CUFFS
TO INJURE THE RAILROAD are more than 1,700 employes in this
RAIN COAT
department alone.
Mr. Gaunt was horn In Steuben
WOULD TOU LntE TO nAVTJ A POLICY 1KK THE ABOVE? WB
Christmas Bella will soon be ringing and the
"There Is not the least doubt In the county, New York, In 1887. He was
of "What shall I give Him for
old problem
HAVE A FEW MORE LEFT. FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE
world," said James E. Hurley, gener- educated in the grammar schools In
Christinas," will once more confront you.
Brooklyn
high
and
finished
school
the
al manager of the Atchison, Topeka course
We have made a few suggestions ubove and,
W. E. HEAL, Albuquerque, No M.
of tied Bank, N. J. On the
& Santa Fe In discussing the wreck of
you fall to find a suitable item on the list,
should
completion
Mr.
of
course
this
Gaunt
Agent for New Mexico, Arizona ind Western Texas.
No. 17 at the Badger Creek bridge In
Giiwil
we
be pleased to have you call and we'll do
would
emtelegraphy and secured
Kansas, Tuesday morning. "But that learned
power to assist you.
in
our
all
ployment with one of the telegraph
this disaster was due to the nefarious companies
A good rule to follow in selecting gifts for n
In New York city. During
work of train wreckers. It did not his first year of work he
Man is to buy what he would be apt to buy" for
his
take much of an examination on the studies at the Brooklyn continued
himself.
Polytechnic
part of our men of the track where Institute. He worked for four years
All our prices are moderate, and we are always
to
that
show
occurred
the wreck
at your service.
in minor positions in the offices of the
spikes had been pulled from the ties. Western Union and Postal In New
A UFIne Collar and Cuff Box with each Suit.
There were marks on the ties showing York and also in the telegraph dethat a claw bar had been used to draw partment of the Baltimore & Ohio
the spikes. The bolts In the rail joints railroad. He secured a position as opManhattan Shirts
had been removed as had the angle erator In the Helena, Montana, office
A thou $SS ""'
Earl if-- Wilson
Shoes
$4.00
bars.
of the Northern Pacific In 1888. He
Shirts
sort
Hats
of
Danlap
"It was about the same
worked his way through all the sucJagtr Underwear
A'eitleton's Shoes
tampering with the track which caus- cessive
positions In the telegraph deed the other serious wreck near Em- partment of this road,
Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
such as wire
poria some months ago. And it was chief, manager of the larger
ofrelay
evidently done with the same malic- fices, agent, dispatcher and division
ious intent to injure the property and chief, and in 1898 was appointed asdestroy the reputation of the com- sistant superintendent of telegraph of
pany.
this road, which position he
until
"We do not know of any conditions he came to the Santa Fe. Asheld
assistant
that exist in this locality which would telegraph
superintendent
the
warrant the belief that any persons Northern Pacific, Mr. Gaunt ofassisted
guilty
be
In the neighborhood would
In reorganizing
Will look well and feel well when
and rebuilding" the
I M P E n V I OUS TO HEAT
of such an act or have any reason for telegraph system on this road and
you have one of our genuine
NO
CONTAINS
OR
COLD.
committing one.
bringing it up to date.
N
O
RUM.
T
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ACID.
ILL
"It is apparent to me that this and
Mr. (Jaunt is married and has one
CRACK OR BLISTER.
"5-A- "
other wrecks which have occurred Is son, Harry, who is about 14 years old.
Sold) BY
BETTER.
NONE
the part of
n systematic move on
T II E GAL L O N O R
M
on him. Low Prices Now. Large
some sort of a gang to Injure us. We
C O N T R A C T S M A D E
The Annual Car Shortage.
believe that none of this gang come
Stock.
New
Railroad statisticians have figured
from anywhere near the scenes of the that the shortage of freight cars dur
wreck, but that they come from a disBuggies
tance. It Is our Intention to use all ing me past montn aggregated over
Agents,
117 West (inld Avenue
moans at our disposal to run this gang 20,000 daily. The only explanation Is
to earth and then we will make them that the business of the country has
suffer the extreme penalties of the Increased at such an astonishing rato
law. H. H. Germain, the special se- that the roads were caught unawares,
LIGHT AND HEAVY HARNESS
cret service agent of the company, has and even if they had known of the
already reached the scene of this latHarness, Saddles, Lap Kobe,
est disaster and will make a thorough increase they would have been unprepared to handle all the traffic, as the
Investigation.
Ilorso Blankets, ICtc.
car building plants, working double
A Misplaced Switch.
"Why it was only a few days ngo time, have been unable to supply the
ALBMWEBOT
TO MEXICO
Paints, Oils and Varnishes Corner Ftrsr Strut md Copper Avente.
that train No. 5 was derailed through demand.
Some of the large roads, it is said,
placed switch near
an Improperly
Five Ycurs
Palmetto Hoof Paint
Nlckerson. It happened that I arrived failing to get assurance from any of
Stops
Leaks.
kiid
at the plane on a trip from the south- the factories in this country that they
.
west just twenty minutes after this will lie enabled to enlarge upon the
Cash Paid for Hides and IVltJ.
accident, which, luckily, was not seri- orders now placed, for next year, are
looking towards Europe for relief and
I found a numous, had occurred.
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
ber of persons who had seen a man the spectacle may be witnessed In ft
Ihrow this switch out of place and short time of American railroads orIhen run just a few minutes before dering cars in the old country.
of the big companies are
Most
the train came along. Men have been
put on this fellow's trail but they have booked with orders that will take unTrimming: and Stair Work, liar Fixtures, Window
til 1907 or later to till.
Car buildnot been able to locate him as yet."
III
Dealer
Retail
and
Wholesale
ing plants throughout the country arc
and Door Frames, Refrigerators, Counters, Shelving
Mr. Hurley would give no IntimaThings
to
'Good
Is
being
enlarged.
The
statement
suspected
not
or
to
he
whether
tion as
am all kinds of Machine Work neatly done.
Fresh and Salt Meats
any particular class or gang of men made that the Baldwin locomotive
292
Colo. Phone Blk
Automatic Phone 244
SAI'SAtii: A SPECIALTY
as having been responsible for the works, the Pressed Steel Car company and the American Car and
wreck.
Foundry company have orders on
South of Viaduct. ON FIRST ST
C. E. GVSTAFSON, Proprietor.
"i?
hand aggregating $.'.0,000,000.
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Passenger travel, which has been
extremely dull for several weeks, is
J.,li.iimil.llllll iW.,.-;JlJ- L
beginning to show signs of activity,
t
,1
"Ex
says the Kansas City Journal.
tremely dull" was the comment of
passenger men until recently, but they
Out of town patron can
smile now and say "business is pickOn the payment of a small
order by mail and fare as
ing up fine now."
well as If they made perdeposit down we will
The California movement, on
subject
All orcheerfully hold
sonal selections.
of the fine weather, was slow
to your order anything
Store
ders receive the most
Busiest
and
Albuquerque's
for several weeks, but the passenger
now
prompt attention.
you may select from
officials report that it is beginning to
till Christmas.
up. Realizing that the good
pick
weather is not likely to last beyond
Christmas, some of the people who
hibernate In California are going. Ashort a time you have In
Ad-C- t
rabie
A FKW MOTU3 DAYS ami Christmas will he here. Do vou reaJize how
lthough the tourist movement was dull
mieuigeiu
Through
and
careful
to make your selections?
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Is the
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indeed,
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most brilliant Holiday stock. It
week and It is as heavy as it was this
answers to the perplex nK .mention ,f
From now 011 llic Store will Ik- - crowded In the afternoons.
tical way. It offers common-sens- e
trading.
'S
stvl
time last year.
of holiday shopping. The character and correctness of
Increases venís
burden
Vein can cIicosp your gifts in the morning hours more at
known
,7
of successful eatershlp. The reasonableness of our prices Is too well
hv i
People of this section are taking adHead on.
11 safe precincts here.
leisure.
vlewjour
every
of
point
from
y
You
comment.
thirty-daate
vantage of the
to call for special
round trip
Suggestion
rate which the roads put Into effect
lust week to points In the east. There
( Negligee and
assort nient
We have a. brilliant
was n slight movement the first part
ar
"Ready-to-titeHoudoir Kobes in silk, cashmere, albatross, and elder-dowof the month, but with the approach
Furs are the most acceptable. Style, grace and that
No Christmas present to a lady is more grateof the holidays It is considerably h( avof "difference" so clear to a woman's heart these are
nlr
fully
received.
ie r.
the qualities which cause women to select their furs here.
What will stimulate travel? Is the
their
quality,
our
of
proud
their
of
furs
We are Justly
problem which all ambitious passenUmbrellas
elegance and shapeliness. We promise to nil good values
ger officials are trying to solve during
Is
general
Waists
belief
a
season.
of
on
the dull
It
them.
all
An umbrella Is a present useful and very attractive.
Ladtes' Walking" SKjrts
with railroad men that If a cheap rate
divided Into lot numbers, '.o
A Ci(MiI) umbrella will prove satisfactory after months
stock
Our
entire
opportunity
Skirt
saving
great
A
The
here.
Is put Into effect people will travel,
close, and to make choosing an easy matter, as
of wear and we sell the GOOD kind umbrellas that
of the season .mixtures, serges, Panamas, chevwhether necessity calls them or not.
follows:
flecKjutear
iots, in the prevailing plaids and checks, grays
guaranteed in every way. In Ladles Fmlirellas wo
are
WaisK
1
Plain and Plaid Flannel
Lot No.
and greens, brow 11s and blacks, blues and mix""
(Jaunt Becomes Hurley's Assistant.
splendid values at $:t..V, $5.00 and $7.5(1 handles
have
Jt.Ytl.i
season Is now at its height and we
values up to $3.00. Choice for
tures. Very special for
The
C. II. (iaunt, superintendent of teleIn sterling. At the same prices we have Men's
mounted
V ash Waists, valu
of
2
of
Assorted
lot
No.
Lot
section
are pleased to announce that this Neckwear
woods or gun
graph for the Santa Fe, has been apI'luhrcllaa with fine limn natural
"0I
Choice
up
to
$2.50.
ours Is ready with a most beautiful assortment of dainty
metal sterling mounted. You save from $1.00 to $2.50
pointed assistant general manager
Waists,
the
Mohair
3
XÜ
Plain
omen's
Lot No.
Plaid and
oil any of these umbrellas.
and appropriate neck fixings Just the things that will
with headquarters In Topeka.
..$I.5I
values up to $3.f.0. Choice
Lowest Trices
This is because of the great Increase
meet with your fancy. High class tailored Stocks, also
Jlatlst
Lot No. 4 Mmbroidered and Plain
In the amount of work Incident to the
neat,
2.M
Linen Collar and Cuff Sets.
dainty
"Tailored" expresses their appearance
Waists, values up to $H.ü0. Cholee
not
severe,
office of the general manager, which
"Best
tawdy
not
"Raincoats
week,
nor
Wool
dressy, not ordinary
special Neckwear assortments for this
Several
Plaid
and
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Embroidered
No.
Lot
has been brought about by the unusuThe details of fit
them.
created
prim
knack
$2.i.
Choice
$4.50.
to
$1.110.
up
7.V
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ami
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Waists,
at
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Time was when Halneoals were a luxury to lie had
are suits
al amount of traffic of all kinds that
and finish we look to. In short, theygrace
Lot No. 6 Silk Crepe de ("bene Waists, all
and
only when one bad several other coats but now they're
Holly Uibbons An excellent assortment of Holly
that possess simple elcga'ice, simple
the road has been called on to han.$:..
Choice.
to
up
$.
colors and black, values
style. You'll appreciate the discrimination wo
a in sslly they come first of all. It's a luxury that
dle during the last year and which Is
nibbons In widths H to 4 inches wldes. at 2e to ."Oc v
Plaid Wool Waists
Lot No. 7 Imported
made in their purchase.
will cost yon but little here, liettcr goods we couldn't
increasing all the time. It Is a new
yard.
s;;lts.
Choice
cloth
mixture
$8.50.
up
and
to
black
hundred
One
values
we know you can't find better prices.
find
position created by James K. Hurley,
The entire lot divided Into four lots for easy sellLot No. 8 Plaid Silk Waists, values up H
the general manager of the company,
ing, as follows:
$7.50. Choice
with the authority of J. W. Kendrlck,
Lot No. 1 Suits In this lot worth up to
All other Waists reduced In a like proportion.
The
president.
the second vice
$12.50, at
to $:.O0. Net
P.lack
Taffeta Silk Waists reduced$5.00
up
to
lot worth
becomes
Mr. (Jaunt's appointment
Lot. No. 2 Suit In this
and $...(.
Nothing better for Christmas gifts than good lian
to $:t..V.
reduced
also
Waists
$l-l
$1.1.00, at
effective at once and In addition to ex$10 value, reduced to
regular
Waists,
we are offering many special values in high grade Carrl-nSilk
Panne
SilK
to
up
S
lot
In
worth
this
liand-mad- "
Suits
Ut No.
ecuting such duties us may be assignS7 50.'
All our imported models of
See our great $1.00 assortment.
Rnd Vanity Hags.
$I2.IS
$20.00, nt
reduced
brown
manager.
and
blue
white,
ed to him by the general
black,
A gift of a Silk Petticoat never comes amiss
specialwaists In
up to
Lot No. 4 Sulls In this lot worth
An even dozen of styles to choose from In this lot.
to superinMr. (Jaunt will continue
to exactly half their original prices.
ly priced for our holiday sale are the great collection of
$17.(M
$30.0(1, at
tend the telegraph service of the
Silk I'mlerskirls we show; every shade and color Is
company, lie is to get a material Inbountifully provided.
Department
crease In salary.
Opera
Combs
New Taffeta Silk Petticoats, 111 black and colors, made
a
Jebueled
for
nice
Hat
a
For some time past the work of the
than
better
be
What would
Our entire stock of livening Coats reduced to
with
lucked circular riouiice, full flare, for $i.75.
Millinery
our
Ladies'
All
gift.
general mnnnger's office has been
Christmas
for
A most beautiful collection here of fine Jeweled and
close them out. ami any one of these will make
New Hustling Taffeta Silk Petticoats,
black and
reduced to close out.
been
such that Mr. Hurley has realized
has
gift.
11 handsome
or
single
sell
them
We
Combs.
Mounted Hark and Side
colors, trimmed with two shirred flounces and ruchlngs,
the necessity of having an assistant
at
for $7.50.
In match sets some excellent values In Comb Setsc
whom he could designate with the
A handsome new assortment of Taffeta Silk Petti$1.00, $1.25, $2.00 und up to $5.00.
proper authority to transact the afcoats. In black and all the new plaid and changeable effairs of the office. He took the mati.
f
fects, trimmed wllh accordion plaiting and niching or
ter up with the executive officials of
shirred and circular flounce effects, from $10 l $22.50.
glfts-a- nd
ONE article of dress that good form
are
the
Cloves
Holiday
bought
for
moves
to
be
are
If
agreed
they
he
that
the road and
our Glove Department should have your patronage. So
pern Its vo. to present "my lady"-t- hen
should have an assistant.
correct-a- mi
prices the lowest. The larg Htock assures satisfacunlimited-sty- les
are
Is
pra.ti.al
tioii
Not so very long ago Mr. Gaunt was
.
A dainty, pretty Fan as a gift for the young lady a
bought back to exchange for the right slo or color.
gloves
are
when
tion
1
ma e o it
offered a responsible position with the
solves'the pr blcm. Can
large assortment here to choose from at &0o, 75c, $ .00,
If doubtful about size or color desired, the "Glove Order" any
no,
or
specified
be
can
'Value
time,
ut
an
value-cbe
Chicago, Hock lslund & Pacific Itall-wa- y
used
any
for any number of pairs, and for
Our Trunk and Hag Department, on the second floor,
$1.50, $2.00 and $3.00.
company
and this fact was
as wished.
offers
Suit Cases or Hags at 10 per edit discount. What
of
the
Santa
known to the officers
Is
better
for ft Christmas gift.
Fe. Mr. Hurley considered Mr. Gaunt
for Holiday Gifts Artistic and
Our entire stock Is Included In Ibis sale.
...Novel lies In Belt
ALL OUR HOLIDAY TOYS REDUCED TO CLOSE THEM OUT
loo valuuble a man to lose and offered
beautiful choice gifts that will be appreciated.
him the position of assistant general
manager, which was about to be created. Mr. (Jaunt accepted the offer
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PETRIFIED FORESTS'

i

Visit.

For one of those beautiful

THINKS ANCIENT TREES ONE OF

-j

-

I

.

MN--

will maJte a dndy Christmas present one thad will increase in value right along can't be burnt vip or stolen,
and in a few years will be a good start for any young man

"ha.! a severo alia, k of
i
i.i the
pneumonia lat sj.ritiir,
sumiller Mr. Muir took her to the
pelrili'il finest roun'.rv of Arizona la
the benefit a.' ta itrv climate.
The veiierahle liauralist said to a
Morning Journal reporter
that while in Arizona lie ha. Ven
trifle.i
making a study of the famous
forest ami finds (lose wonders oT a
past age a never failing source of
ami study.
"I am thinking of Issuing a little
bro, hure on tin- results of my investigations." sai. I Mr. Muir- "The pctrl-li.-- d
of Arizona rank with the
forest
the
C.rand f'.inyoii of Arizona anion
.. :i
natural wonders of
he mile. I Slates. These mammoth
tree trunks of anti'iuHy. 'lone in lin-- jperishable asíale, are extremely fásolforj
natiiur to anyone with a taste
,
ami for that matter, to every--

later

1

r'ii

or woman.

Only S10 down, balance
$1 per week

-

W

l

one.
"I helieve the .elrilie,l forest
Uiona should he better known in

of,

On January 1st we will withdraw aJl unsold lots from the
market for a time.

thej
am surprised that!

.vienlirie world.
the Santa Fe company he nut erect
a big hotel there to accommodate thj
tourUtx wh would come In Increasing
came,
numbers. As it ix. nmiy vsilnrs
to A'l.unaiia daily, and hundreds hive;
past
visited the forests during the
expectf,.w weeks. A party of láO is
pros- ed in a few day and more uro in
pect."
"During mv stay at Adamana sai.H
Mr. Muir. "I have made long trips to
the six forests that lie within a radius
of twelve miles of the Station Sllld
have hecn amazed at the remarkahh
discoveries I have made. These six
f.. rests each contain from a thousand,
to three thousand acres of ureal trees,
varying In diameter from a foot to a
few inches to eight feet, the long. St.
continuous tree I have found mensthe
of
taper
IT.',
feel,
the
urlng ahout
trunk showing that it must have been
f.et lit1
..m.,i,.i.. ....... it... bundled
the members of the company are
length'
These trees I
'dor It to prevent the crack In the
lien intact.
turning out regularly for rehearsal
take It were conifers, most of tht in t'Hink from becoming a break.
of th. Str..rs
and the stunts are rapidly coming in"These petrilleil forest lire really
evidently pines, w ith also hundía ds of
of the
nd
I the only ones I have met with In all
class shape, but there are a
which
of
many
varieties,
smaller
TowiJ tofewfirst
of the stars who are not coming
have been able to Identify. In each my experience In many lands that can
out as often as they might, particulare properly
termed forests wherti
forest the fossils s.em to be of differThe Last (.rand (.rah.
ly on cold nights like tonli;ht, when
ent colors. varying from coal black great trees lie in every direction as If
"How'r the Christmas trade," the It is hitter cold am) a warm room Is
aírale, the hardness of Mint, to other some cyclopoan storm had swept Space
Filler inquired of a drug store agreeable. These gentlemen are very
showing all the colors of til- - rainbow. across the mysterious country In thnt
man yesterday afternoon ns he dropf n of their health, and of course
'As mar us I can calculate," said distant age leveling all the giants
to purchase his annual bar of It is not to be wondered at. when one
it. I think I have seen few things ped in
the naturl:t. "many of these trees
toilet soap.
considers that a step Into the cold air
are at bast a million yems old and; more wonderful.
"Never better," said the man be may injure voices that are worth
"I want to spend more time In Arl- the fossils and the sandstorm forma- counter as he carefully ar- thousands a season In the open martloil 111 which they are Imbedded show, zona ami New Mexico in the future," hind the
ranged the new consignment of
ket. And it may Just be possible that
plainly traces of the action of rim-- sil.l the aged Hermit of the Yose- false teeth In the show case. there are n few of the hunch who
nlng water. In the calculations of go- - mite. "Moth are rich In relics of geobig
just
trade conies
haven't succeeded in getting their
h.gisls of course a million years is as logic si if t h ii It y and both are enthnolo-plcall- y "Of course our
nll.iilly of these
among the most Interesting re- immediately af;er Christmas when the winter overcoats out of press yet.
a day. hu! the
and mustard plaster rush That is Just a supp):i 'mi, 't on t'.i
trees may he imagined when it is re- - gions In America. The Pueblos have paregoric
Hut our strictly Christmas strength of it, 1 am going to furnish
triembereil that some of the giant He-- ! always had H great fascination for me, begins.
could he desired. hats and overcoats free to each am'
tpiolas of California were as much a! nod when we think that Coronado'8 business Is all that
L'T feet In diameter tit the time of the! description of these Indians
describes The onlv place In this store where every man who is afraid to risk li s
the ice cream voice in the cold without these afílbirth of Christ. I believe the old. st them exactly now three hundred find business is dull Is infountain.
There eles. Aside from the absence of the
of the California bit? trees whose nee, sixty years after In other words thai can behind the soda falling
off in the few stars in question, the rehearsal
marked'
has been ascertained is four thousand they are practically today as they has been a Ice
cream and Iced drinks last night was one of the best we have
years. The oldest trace we have of were when Columbus discovered the demand for
the last two days," and the drug clerk had. The minstrel show Is a winner.
Kgypllan civilization dates hack only continent it Is Interesting."
John Mnlr tit an nge vvhen most shivered and looked apprehensively
seven thousand years and we ore not
She Wa About to Dye.
impossible;
It
powers are declining is as clear- toward the thermometer.
Is
so
that
of
that,
sure
"We're all safe ns far as Christmas
She Is a well known young Albufor the average man to conceive the headed and logical and as Interested present
business Is concerned. It's the querque housekeeper and she was prens when a
thought of tree trunks a million years' in his favorite subject
same every year. People wait until paring
young man.
old.
the other day to dye some garIlls life ha been a remarkable one, the very day before Christmas and ments.
"The natural bridge, as it Is called
town
desand make a
or bin pet rilled tree lying across a ra - mid his studies of geology and botany then rush down
After hustling about and getting
grab for something to bestow
vine appear to he still fairly Intact have led him Into many lands. He perate
various
and sundry things ready she
ulihoiigh strong props have been put was a member f the rescue party upon hubby or wifey or mother or went to the back door und called to
sweetor
or
or
sister
father
brother
which pushed
Into the Arctic In
the hired man, an industrious colored
It don't matter what you have Individual who had been employed
s 'inch of the Cenctt expedition, and heart.
go
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to
stock,
in
It
sure
on
two
the
for year wandered nmld the frozen
about the house and stables for many
waste of northern Alaska In his pur-pti- lt days or so preceding Christinas. Why years.
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so every year I don't know
of the study of glacier.. He per
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hope
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edge of American llora than any other
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man living.
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get
they
desperate
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shut
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eye
(heir
grab."
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most of the time amid the grand and
"Joe," she said, when he approachlonely scenery of the Yosemlte ntul
ed, "I want you to get me a big stick
hmI Naturcd.
All
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wild
of the higher Sierra
this long," and she held her
"The best Christmas crowd we ever about
on the racllle coast. K vvll be rehands about two feet apart. "And get
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saw,"
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membered that on the occasion of
I. quick, for I'm going to dye."
lioosevelt's western trip he spent sevJoe stared and his Jaw dropped
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good
to
a
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seems
he
eral days In the wilderness with no
while he almost grew pule under his
Hopkins
other companions than the old "Her- humor," said Postmaster
yesterday In answer to a Morning sable epidermis.
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mit" and a guide.
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If a downright sin fer you to
the young woman ui the mother i the
close to two jSinlf
if il.er A. J. Moot of the city police, day we have handled
proper understanding of her womanly yv
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beregistered
packages
and
trm .nil well bring livery woman, yonnt; yesterday captured Frank White of hundred
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all round had criminal, nays
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more
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record-breakofthing
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of
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In Effect Deo. 2S, 1904.
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1:00 pmlLv.. Santa Fe..Ar 4:30 pm
1:20 pm . .. Donaetana ..
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Express, departs 12: IS

...

Barnett Building
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If you are Interested In purchasing a typewriter, call und
examine our stock.

Alhunuernue.
So. 1. runs direct to Los Angeles
No. 7. runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3. runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trnln d.illv

one-ren-

Her-plcld-

Typewriter Ribbons and
Supplies always on hand.

No. 10., Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a. m.
No. 1C. makes all local stops east of

Etc

Perfumes,

e.

tn

Typewriters....

Local freight train, No. 99.. smith- ,
bound.
nt v (1 in,
leñarla.,.i
Ulllj
passengers.

Comb

Sets,

Sets, Manicure

,

sanl-torlu-

Underwood Visible

K

Toilet Cases, Brush and

I

.

Agents for the

a. in., departs 11:20.
No. 7.. Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10'4!; n n a...,ni ...en
No. 9., Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.,

OF....

HOLIDAY GOODS

m--
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With the Woman's Exchange.
All kinds of Second-han- d
Typewriters bought, sold, exchanged,
rented and repaired.

(In effect .November 1 190S.)
l.'il .it li.titi.l
No. 2.. Atlantic Express, arrives 7:D5
a. m.. denarU 8:30 a. m.
.No. 4., Chicago
limited, arrives J.1'69
p. m departs 12:0!) a. m.
No. 8., Chicago ei Kansas City Express, arrives 6:40 p. m., departs
í n. in.
i :4
No. 10., Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
u.uu u. in., oenarts .:ao a. m.
W est hound
No. 1 California F.xprew, arrives 7:30
p. m.. departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3.. California
Limited, arrives
11:10

Andres Homero, Prop.

Fresh
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Holidays....
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A. T. & K. I
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NOW
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FREIGHT PREPAID

train of the Texas main line which
was wrecked eight miles east of Em
poria, Kansas, Tuesday night, rsult
log in the destruction of much equip
ment and the death of the englneei
and one express clerk. They confirm
the report that the disaster was caused by train wreckers, ana report that
the Emporia people as well as the
Santa Fe officers are considerably
stirred up by this latest wreck whlefc
Is one of several which have oceurrec
within the past year near the same
place, all plainly the work of wreckers and tending to confirm the theor
of the Santa Fe officials that there It
a well organized plot to Injure tht
railroad, the plotters making their
headquarters in or near Emporia.
The spikes had been pulled from the
ties, the bolts at the rail joints had
been removed and even
the anglt
bars were missing. The breaking of a
nearby tollhouse points to the place
where the wreckers got their tools.
An Interesting feature of the wreck
which has not thus far been reported
is that the express company
lost a
large amount of Jewelry and several
thousand dollars In currency, damaged or destroyed in the burning of thf
express car in which Messenger Der
ricks met his death. The car carried
a small safe in which were S3, 000 in
gold and $9,000 In currency, beside a
much Jewelry as could be crowded in
to the safe. But owing to the rush of
holiday business the car was well fill
en with expensive packages which
were burned. One estimate has It tht.
express company will lose $50,000 at
least In this way.

Comparatively few people know-tha- t
New Mexico furnishes a
quantity of the nation's supply
of mistletoe, the favorite Christmas
decoration for which the demand Is
steadily Increasing. Visitors to'Al'JU-querquwho live in parts of the country where the holiday decoration is
scarce, often Temark at Its cheapness
here and at its extraordinary freshness and beauty. Southern New Mexico produced In practically
llmit!cs
quantities the most beautiful mistletoe to be found on the continent. It Is
only In comparatively recent ye.iiv.
however, that the demand has been
sufficient to make the shipping of the
decoration profitable. Now, however,
since the New Mexico supply has been
fully discovered and exploited to some
extent, a very profitable industry
up In the southern countits
where the plant thrives at its best.
Large quantities are shipped from Lis
Cruces each season and from merely
supplying local markets, such as Albuquerque and El Paso, the shipping
now extends to the far east and all
over the west.
New Mexico also furnishes a fair
proportion of the nation's Christmas
trees, and this, too, is a fact that tew
people know. The little pinion trees
that cover miles and miles of mountains all over New Mexico make the
most perfect of Christmas trees and
of late years large quantities of the
little scrub growth have been shipped
Name-- Stumped in Gold
to other states. Christmas trees arj ()n nrnvpr hnnba
íkiu .tn..i,A,ut...
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music roiu or other leather- - or cloth
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goods, adds to the value of the gift.
iAsk your dealer or see Mitohner nnd
iLlthgow, bookbinders, at the Journal
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CI.FAH WCE SALE.
Big bargains In Millinery. All goodi
must be sold by January 1, regardless
of cost.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
You are goin- - to visit the old home
during the holidays. Cheap rates to
all points vlu Santa Fe Route.
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A Gift for C'o.idiic!,)!'.
full hvther train bonk cover, Saloon. RttUuranl & Rooming Housi
with name on the fide In ftold woulJ
be a most suitable ?tft for your railroad friend, sweetheart, husband or
Get them of MHehner &
brother.
Lithjfow,
the bookbinders at the
Journal office.
nmke. at Selmtt's, second
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Trops. Alvarado Pharmacy
First St. and Gold Ave.
Both Thoncs

Do not be Inte in making your selection of a piano. Learnard &
have n Huperb line of holiday
tf
pianos. Call at once.
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THE HAYNER DISTILLING CO.
ST LOUIS, M0.

i'.
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It is' prescribed by doctors
and used In hospitals and
by half a million satisfied
customers, because It Is good and pure and
yet so cheap.

S

llAXU PAIXTI'J) ItOXK.S.
I HE JAFFA ;ilOC i:itV ( ).,
"(JíhkI Things to Fat."

r.i K ; r unfit.
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HAYNER WHISKEY,
goes direct to yon from our
distillery, one of the largest
end best equipped in the
world, thus assuring you of
perfect purity and saving

-

H H

Alert Steel Ranges

ga

I'liKIíMS, CllYSTALLIZKI
rut its ix m isxr wood axd

ALCOHOLISM

ACUTE

C IIIUST-;M.-

I

Sand H the abova amount and w
will chip in a plain waled case, with no
marks to show contents . T ry tlw whis
key. Have your doctor test It II you
don't find it all right and the purest and
best whiskey you ever tasted, ahip It
back to us at our expense and your
money will oe promptly rerunaea,
You can have either Rye or Bou rbon,
Remember, we pay the express orX
freight charges. You save money m
by ordering; 20 quarts by freight.
If you cant use so much yourself,
get a friend to Join you.
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Two Pauta Fe employes who arrived In Albuquerque last night from the
east, were passengers In the Xo. 17
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Continuous passage in ImiIIi di-
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IF YOU THADK WITH F. G.
Kobert Stouts, 40 years of uge, died Pit AIT & CO.. VOir AUK SUCK OF
GROCERIES! GROCERIES! GRO- rect ions.
TUR FIXEST GltOCF.lt-IE- S CERIES.
THE FIXEST LINE OF
yesterday at the city Jail from the ef- CRTTTXG
AT REASOVAIUjE
IX THE CITY. AT F. G.
fects of acute alcoholism. Delirium e. 8i;uu.u oTKEET. I'UICES. an GOCERIF.S
PRATT & CO.'S. 211 S. SECOND ST
tremens followed a prolonged spree.
He was arrested by " a police officer
yesterday and a few hours after being
placed In confinement he passed away.
The remains were taken lu charge by
an undertaker and arrangements for
the funeral will be made today. As
soon as It was evident the man was In
a serious condition the city physician
was summoned, but it was too late to 8
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
save the unfortunate's life.
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Itmly of Unknown Man.
Sunday news was brought t town
that the dead body of a man had
been found by a man named Craw
ford, who lives In Dagger Draw, says
the Carlsbad Argus. The body was)
found about four miles east of the
railroad right of way, in Jack James'
pasture, and gave evidence of being
there ubout two weeks. The man wan!
live feet ten Inches lull, and dressed
in a manner which travelers overland
usually adopt. In the pockets of his
clothes was $13. 90 In money, a knife

i

and a bottle each of water and whiskey.
In life the man had a light
brown mustache and light hair, but
the face had been badly dlsllgured by
wood rats, so other marks of Identification were Impossible. The body was
viewed by a coroner's Jury composed of M. J. Murray. A. K. Seigner, K.
Hendricks, Wilbur Hess. John T. Bolton and John Cantrell. who returned
a verdly of death from unknown
causes. Iiv the pockets of his coat
were found a card of the Eastern hotel, El Paso, Texas, on the back if
which was the address of one "Smith
Hall," also an envelope addressed to
the sume tierson at El Pasu. Sheriff
Stewart has taken the. matter up with
the authorities at El Pas i in an endeavor to Identify the man. He was
burled by the county.

Almost Wont Dippy.
Last week's issue of the Silver Belt
contained a brief account of the trials
of Frank Fisher, brother of Walter
Fisher, of Payson, who wandered Into
the storm which raged through the
Salt River valley two weeks ago. After trailing him for many hours, the
the
posse of friends who searched
country for miles In all directions
about the point of his disappearance,
he was found on a small Hat In a deep
ravine a few miles from the Allen
ranch, his original destination. Whin
found he was almost crazed by the exposure he had undergone but was still
rational.
In Plux'iilx.
What Is said to be one of the most
brutal and uncalled for astaults evi r

lirutal Assault

ocIn this city was that which
n Granite
curred Sunday morning

made

street, when George Ray assaulted
und beat George Uuuyon Into a frightful condition, says the Phoenix
Ray was before Judge
yesterday, and after listening to
the evidence, It Is to be said to the
him the
credit of this official he-- gavesentenced
and
limit of punishment,
htm to sixty days In the city JhII.
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to different members of the family for Christmas.
once. It is not the cost of the present that
makes it acceptable, but its appropriateness and suitability to the wants and desires of the recipient. For the guidance and
assistance of those who are in doubt as to what to give we ñere submit a list oí suen tnings as wouiu ce .uuduc

PERPLEXING QUESTION That

of deciding jvhat to give

ferent members of the family:
For the Mother

For the Son

Handsome Girdle
Diamond Brand Street Shoes
Embroidered Hose
Fascinator
Knit Skirt
Dressing Sacque
Kid Gloves
Wool Gloves, very warm
New Dress
Table Cloth with Napkins
Hemstitched Damask Towels
House Slippers
Mexican Drawnwork Doilies
Shoulder Shawl
Japanese Drawnwork Lunch
Cloths
American Drawnwork Pillow
Shams

Initial Handkerchiefs
Handkerchiefs
Silk Suspenders with Silver
Ruckle
Pair of Cuse Patent Ltather
Dress Shoes
Gloves
Collars
Neckties
Embroidered Hose
Kid Gloves
Silk Muffler
Full Dress Shirts
Corliss-Coo- n
Collars
Silk Underwear
Pair of Golf Gloves
Military Hair Brushes
Splendid Clothes Brush
Stetson or Shlled's Hat
Silk Hat
Fancy Sweater
Silk Umbrella
Heavy Stmkings
School Shoes
Leggings
Tocket Comb and Glass

Wool-fille- d

Silk-cover-

Comforter
Embroidered Handkerchiefs
Pair of White Blankets
Marseilles Bed Spread
Silk Umbrella

For the Children
Train

of Cars and
Magic Lantern

Track

Drum
Steam Engine
Tin Horn
Toy Milk Wagon
Music Box
Toy Gun

Big Express Wagon
Violin

Mechanical Boat
Musical Top
Bean Bag Board
Books
Dolls
Doll Trunks
Toy Tables
Toy Bureau
Toy Safe
M agnels
Games
Warm Cap
Hats
i
il.ilr Brushes
Hats
Warm Caps
"

For Grandmother
Knit Circular Shawl
Felt Slippers
Wool Hose
Easy Shoes
New Dress
Stock Collar
Wool Gloves
Warm Wrapper
Fleeced Cotton Sheets
Turnover Collars gc Cuffs
Black Kid Gloves

For Grandfather
Wool Gloves
Silk Muffler

Merino Socks
Soft Walking ShoS
Wool Underwear
Coat Bhlrta
Soft Wool Shirts
Silk Suspenders
Handkerchiefs
Silk Hat
Silk Umbrella

For the Daughter
Goods

For the Father

for nn Evening Dress

Pair of

Silk Stuffier
Silk Umbrellas
Handsome Tie

Silk SLocklngs

Pair of Burt's Dancing Slippers
Silk Shirtwaist Pattern
Glov?S
Pair of Elhow-leuglDrawnwork Dreser Scarf
pair of Diamond Brand Walking Shoes
Leather Wrist Bag
Embroidered Handkerchiefs
Fascinator
Fancy Stock Collar
Manicure Set
Carved Leather Purso
Handkerchiefs In Fancy Boxes
Lace Turnover Collar
Water Color Calendars
Embroidered Collars & Cuffs
Hand.MOine Corset
Muslin Underwear
Fancy Hosiery Underwear
Flue Laces mid Ribbons
h

Veils

Box of

Initial Handkerchiefs

Fancy lioso
Dress Gloves
Talr of Fine Shoes
Silk Suspenders
Silk Hat
Derby Hat
Soft Hat
Slippers
Dress or Negligee Shirts

For the Daby
Fancy Moccasins
Fancy Shoes
Bootees
Cashmere Hose
Crocheted Sacques
Wool Sweaters
Bearskin Cups
Rattles
Mittens
Dolls
Alt Kinds of Toys

search of goods for Holiday purposes look for the Big Globe Sign, on West
When
Avenue, which marks the entrance to The Globe Store, where all articles enumerated
in the above lists are kept in stock and are sold at honest prices.
in
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
was charged with beating a Mexican SlVií
and loed al It
ft Tic.
May corn opened at 44 He to 44'4c,
at Folsm with a pair of brasa knucks
or gome other blunt instrument ho ;iM up to 4
and closed at the
badly that the victim of tin- - beating to.

FE EMPLOYES

"""MMa

m

Jfeir

4e

May oats opened nt 31c to 31? dp
died a week later.
When lialdanaro was lirnucht io 32c. Mold between
and 1
the Jail he admitted that he had uj closed at 31 "c.
FOB
flicht wiih a Mexican at Folsnm. The1
I !)!;
I iw'MocL.
I'lilnti county sheriff was wired last
l.-e- .
Chiia-o- .
21.
Cuttle receipts.
niKht to the effect that a man sup- -'
market, steady. Beeves, $3.60
posed to be lialdanaro had been ar- - 'S.i
."i. ."..; cows
and heifers. $ 1.50 íi 4.Ü0;
CE
rested tin suspicion of being the man
.'wanted, but up to 2 o'clock thin af- - f m kes and fivders $3.00 rf. 4.23; Tex- ternoon no word had been received ans. $;!..". 'ii 4..",0.
8,000;
Sheep
receipts.
market
from the Fnloii county officials.
If
Sheep, $ 4.00 ' 4.7 5 ; lambs,
no word is received before the time steady.
ru
BELLIGERENT CELEBRANTS
limit of twenty-fou- r
hours expire the $4.75 7.6 j.
will
be
prisoner
(iven
his liberty.
,
ir-im
rmtrr
Ki'iis-'City LivcMock.
rinLu in ruiiLC. iUUnljThi- - ..trie its here are confident they
K.insai City. Dec. 21. Cattle re- -i
have the rlKht party.
celpts, 6.000. Including 400 Boutherns;
market, steady to 10c higher. Native!
Will Martin, handy man at the Santa
steers. $3.30 Ut 6.25; southern steers,
.
Fe shops, and Sieve Smith, machini.-t$2..'0i 4.50; southern cows, $2.00 Tf1
were up in police court last evening1
4.25; mtive cows and heifers, $2.00íí
on charles of being drunk, using ob4.90; stockers and feeders, $2.50íi
scene langu.ige on the streets and reWall si reel.
4.60; bulls. 2.25(,i 4.00; calves, $3.00i
sisting an oftleer. After hearing the
New York. Dev. 21. Money cundí-- j ÍI 5.23; western steers. $3.00ft 4.85;
case, which latej
mc two hums. lions guided today's stock market Into, western cows, $2.40 it 3.50.
Judge Crawford found the prisoner narrow and sluggish channels. Uper- 4,000;
Sheep receipts.
market,
guilty and fined Martin 110 and Smith atioiis were relatively small and less! weak. Lambs, $4.15 f 5.3 ; muttons,
$3, which they paid and were released. significant than for some days past,' $3.75ii 7.75: range wethers, $3.50
Martin and Smith went out Wednes. being largely of a professional char-- , 6.40; fed ewes, $4.25 fi 5.23.
day afternoon to celebrate the glad utter. Closing:
(M)I.
St. Louis
yuletide season mid at 12 midnight, Amalgamated Copper
HSVil
St. J.ouls, Dec. 21. Wool
market,
were In the donjon keep of the handle. ugar
130
unchanged.
They spent most of the evening around Anaconda
193
the Railroad avenue resorts and when Atchison
86?
The rr? bent of Kansas City beef
friend wanted to take them homel
do preferred
104
mil mntton at nill Klelnwort'a, 112
go.
they refused to
New Jersey Central
222
North
Third atreet.
According to the testimony of I'o-- I Manhattan
1S2
liceman George Highbargain and oth- Metropolitan
NOW I NTIL CMRISTM S.
'ti'i 20 FROM
ers, the obstreperous mechanics ucre Missouri Pacific
PF.R CK.NT DISCOl'NT ON ALL
101
using loud and unseemly language. New York Central
KXI'RFSS
151 14 TOYS, DOLLS.
both of the profane and obscene, on Pennsylvania
w.xiioxs. 'iiiijiti-:it srrs.
Hit,
Second street and itallroad avenue. St. I.ouis ( San Francisco, sec- MF.X'S
AND
150Y
SllTS AND
Kle-j
mnm
ut
k
They ran
the White
OVFRCOATS.
4
WD1KS
ond preferred
FRFlt
phant. when Highbargain placed th'-nDAILY.
AT TIIK CASH DLYKRV
5 58
Southern I'acillc
under arrest. Martin refused to go ti I'nion Pacific
d23
97
l .MON, 122 NORTH 2D ST.
Jail without a warrant, and It
I'niled Slates Steel
37 ?
FINK ÍÍROCF.RIFS. COI RTF.OFS
for Highbargain to call of
do preferred
104 i,
FRI-CF.TRF.ATMF.NT. F.KASONARLF,
fleer rtossl to his aid anil to club Mar-- , Western t'nlcin
92Vi
A COM Itl NATION HARD TO
w
good..
be
When
he
ould
tin before
I'niled States Pondsukat. i fi. l'is.vrr & to., 211 s.
they arrived at the Jail It was neces- Refunding 2's. registered
102-vsiRiurr.
sfcond
tul
a
sary to use forre to get them in
do coupon
103i,i
they both received a thorough niassig-- i Refunding :'s. registered
102
Ing from the oft'n em. There were a
U
.
do
102
dozen witnesses ut tile trial, and all f(,ld 4'
registe red
102
Compeiny, 1
them agreed that the men were drunk.
do ollpoll .
102
07
though some claimed that the police New
Went
lUUroad Avenne.
's, reglst red.
130 14
Daj or Night.
used more force than was necessary In
do ollii)ll .
130 .. Koth pbonea.
Hklng them to Jiil. Judge Crawford!
holiday
will
The
be one and
rates
said that Ho- polbe officers of (he city;
The McliiU.
d
to all points via Santa
fare
n list he reflected and that they were,
New York. Dec. 21. Copper also
Route. Call at ticket office and got
authorized to use force necessarv to was lower in London, closing at 79 2s Fe
particulars.
he
refused
to
man
a
when
Jail
take
71 13s for futures.
lid for spot and
to go peaceably
CtlMI'IM XI) F.FCALYIMT S SYR- is
The local market
reported un- cranial
n
nu
showed
lioth of the
changed with (imitations more or less IP IS TIIK
in
AT
ONLY
excressemes when they appeared
RIAII.DY.
electrolytic, COI'fill
nominal. Like
and
(lilt
Rl PPIS. PRICF. 50C.
court, mid their heads showed very $lV:.n'o lll.nil, and casting, $ 1 S. 2
't
con-taplainly where they liad come In
1.VH2 j.
The M. Mandell clothing store will
with the strong right arm of the,
Lead was 2 i!d higher at 17 2s 6d be open each evening the coming
law. In the future when they fe.. like ill London,
local market was week, for those who desire to do their
celebrating they will dnutitie-- s do it In; liiiu and tilly The
ton lots for thirty day Christinas shopping.
ThornAttorney
a less public
shipments wen quoted higher at $5.00
defended iin in
Try i Imx of Sch nil's Chocolate
as N. Wilker-o- n
w It h
prices for Immediate delivery I'reiniis.
imkI vim will u( no oilier,
r lining as hi; h as $.10.
Spelter ia unchanged at $i a5 'K
T
i, i,., lo, ally and a.
2S 12s ',d
Loii- n
Ni'W lliodcl'll
liousc,
don.
III Highlands
M2.II10
Silver. 5';
TORRANCE-- R 0 SWELL
Mexican lb liars 511 ij c.
Corner lot. South Walter street,
it a bargain.
lilcago I loa ri I id liad.-- .
MAIL ROUTE
rti lal conllrma- Chi go. Dec. 21.
lion of a large yield of wheal In he.
H. B.
I niteil States caused
weakness In the
215
WEST RAILROAD AVE
w
w
May
he
heat
market today.
Robert Kellaliin of R
to SSc, sold off to
well, has tecelviil n tidegraiu
fv in opened at S7
Acting Second Assistant Postmaster
lótieral Stone KlaMiig that the contract for carrying the malls from
to Torrance, uml from Torrance
n awarded to .1
to Roswell bad
W. Stoi kanl. mid that his contract Is
Sii.MKTlllNC THAT. YOU CAN HAV1C FOR VlíAItó TO COMli.
to begin January I. 19m!. and run t"
Kasy Chairs and I lockers
a
of
covering
period
June
191.
I'seful and Fancy Dishes
four and a half M ars The Mine
nil', ill which the trips are to be in l
Music Cablnc t
is so hhni't that It can be mad e mily
1 ircssing Tables
it Is rea Iv the
in an automobile, ii
Center Tables
of
Roswell
Automobile company.
Couches
manager,
is
which Mr Stoekard
thil
Hook Cases
has the contrai l
The contract will call for a trip
Ruffets
each way e.ich day. Sunday Included.
The mails aie to have Roswell at
luidles Desks
o'clock that night, fining the other
Lamps
way they will leave Torrance at four
Library Tables
in tin- morning and reach Koswi II at
Screens
noon the same day.
The schedule
Ratan Rockers
s
nine
from Roswell to Torrance
Mirrors
hours, and from Toirance tu Roswell.
High Chairs
'
which me, ms a desia-nof nearly
feel, eight hours
iressers
From Roswell to Torrance the auto
Toy Furniture
OPK.V KVKNINOS FNTIL A FT ICR
route covers III miles, but a new
Wagons
route, with curves eliminated.
CHRISTMAS. COMIC ICARLY.
has
Toy Carts
already been laid out that will cut
to about
ion
miles.
the distance
A big sale on
Rugs, Lace Curtains,
There are but two streams on the
Draperies,
Red Linen. Comforts,
route. Salt I'reek. 19 miles out. and
Rlankets uti'l Pillows until January 1.
the Macho, two mlhs
further on.
These will both be bridged for the
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Conic
Do not delay your purchases until the last moment.
today, take your time and get the advantage of a good selection
before the assortment is broken, and avoid the crowd.
Choice Novelties in:

Fancy Pin Cushions Rare designs in various shapes, the
newest creations, priced from ioc to $i.oo.
Fancy Tea Aprons Specially new novelties in this line of
dainty wearables, we show them for 50c to $1.50.
Toilet Sets Handsomely 1x).ed, something that every woman requires for her dressing table. We show a great line,
ranging from $1.50 to $10.00.
Plaid Silks The very newest plaids in waist lengths of
five yards. As plaids arc very stylish a women would surely
appreciate this kind of a gift. At $5.00 each.
Comb and Brush Sets Sterling, French Gold and Ebony
gootls, nicely designed, new this season, priced at $1.75 to $5.00
Women s Boxed Gloves Mercerized Cotton Fancy Gloves,
put up in pretty loxes, a beautiful present, worth 85c, for 60c.
Collar and Cuff Boxes For the men. This kind of a gift
is appreciated by any man. We show some very new designs
for $1.00 and up to $5.00.
.S'Yv- Shawls
Genuine impirted Silk Shawls, in all colors,
in large and small sizes. This kind of an article every woman
can use to good advantage. They're priced from $1.50 to $8.50.
-

I

GILCHRIST

Ros-we-

ll

USEFUL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

I

Remember: For this week you
can secure a handsome Suit or
Cloak (ogive for a Christmas gift

at just

haf price:

s,--

Men's SusH'ii(lci's Itoxcd specially for Christmas gifts and
beauties they are tit 50c, "."! ami $1.00.
Initial Handkerchiefs fur Men Six la a box, good lncn with
hand embroidered Initial, ut 75! u box.
Sterling Silver Novelties at SSe Choice novelties hi Iilotters,
Nail Files, Cuticle Knives, Stumps, Seals, Shoes Jluttoners
i;cning Fans Handsome hand made fans, both domestic
and foreign makes, at from 50c to $15.00.
Cut ;lass at Net Cost We're closing out this line for want
of space. Fxccllcnt values form 25: to $0.00.
ur Dress Goods section offords a great
Fine Hrcss CihiiU
Helectlon for a good practical gift. Everything completo
in colored and black goods.

Co-Car- ts

1

M

1

will be bought
in w ma, lliii'-it one.- to add to the two large sized
ais now In use on the line. Manager
Stockurd will probably take a trip to
Chicago and Cleveland to get them
within a few days With these additions! machines the line will not only
lj
oo I to handle It
be liefer
a'- -

ready huge passenger business. but
also to handle express The new ma
chines will cunt between $2. mol nnd
$2.50 apiece and will be selected especially to suit the Cotlilllli.lis of this
country.
The Casino wlii be hcatei md reopened Friday evening, December 22.
by the Rodrigue Spanish upera company.
I 'or Christina
"m

ix.iOL'r-iiO-

es

we will have
wect

straw-I,..-

11

VI-

(i

i

--

D

v

0. W.Stiong'sSons

Cor. Gopper& Second

SHIVERJNG TIME
IS NEAR.

s.

Brazilian PrawnwOrh Excellent articles for the table and
sidebiard, socially good things for 35c and up to $5.00.
Tabic Linens All housewives are glad to receive something nice in table coverings. Our line offers splendid opportunities in which to choose from. 35c to $.50.
Children's Muff Sets Consisting of muff and collar, in
white coney and angora fur, at Si. .2 5 and $2.50.
Carved German Wall Racks Genuine hand carved
wall racks, inipirtcd from Germany, something new to decórale the home with and inexjicnsive. 35c to $1.5.

((

III the tiioriilng nnd cm nlng
when the sun has no effect on
the atmosphere. That means
a few Imurs of discomfort to the mortal
unprepared

ICsperlally

Pedro ItablHliaro. a Mexican,
who
was brought to the county J.iil hist
night on suspicion of being wanted
for the murder of a man at Folsotn,
X. M , may be. given his liberty again
this evening If no word l received
from th sheriff of t'ldoii county, says
' th Trinidad Chronicle-Newlialdanaro has been working nt pi
under I tie name of Miguel Vigil
and had told some friends that he
pound'-a Mexican nearly to death
nt Folsorn. Thl led to his arrest
by Deputy Sheriff Thatcher.
The suspect was taken to Ludlow and
brought In by Waller H. Lee.
Home lx weeks go the fherirT of
Frilim roiinty wired Ihe sheriff's office here to arr"t lialdanaro, as he

car- -

Morencl,
location
Arizona.
Sl
months' work; wages four dollars per
day of ten hours. Apply Morning
Journal.
28
WANTED. Position by experienced
salesman. Steady or for holidays, best
or reference. A. J. R. Journal, dül
WANTEO.
At once. I wo nlnmheru
Standard Plumbing and Heating Co. tf
WANTED At once first class sales
man; must speak Spanish. Wciller &
benjamin.
tf
WANTED. Girl for
house wo.-315 South Third street.
tf
WANTED.
Large and small grain
sacks; pay cash; will call. Clarkville
Produce Co., grain and ieed. 602 S.

fHJUfhAlT

A

pair of Pingree Shoes woutd

be acceptable as a gift

A GAS HEATER
gives Just the right heat to lake off

House Robes for Gentlemen Any man would Ix; glad to
receive one of these comfortable garments. They're worth
$4.50 and $5.50.
Warm Furs for the Lady A great wealth of new novelties
kinds of skins, natural and imitations. Priced
at $2.00 to S50.00.

the chill when there Is most need.
Ruruing ii few cents worth of gas will
do It. Hr,at In a moment; no iiiuhm. no
fuss. ::: (as Heaters come In all si.i s

in furs, in all

y

The Albaquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

Money to Loan
se

SO-Roe-

mr

ten-roo- m

m

m

A. FLEISCHER
Estate

m

Surety

'B.IlfeldifSLCQ

m

d.

mm

m

Six-roo- m

five-roo-

m

two-stor-

I

I

UUAM&.

On Furniture, Pianos, Organ, Hore,
Wagon and ether Chattels; also on
receipts, a
alarle and
low a 110.0 and as high m S300.M.
El
Loan are quickly made nd strictly
private.
One month to one
Time:
year given. Good to remain In your
possession. Our ratea are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Bteamshlp tickets t and from all
I
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
I and 4. Grant Bide.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
(124
Klrst.
OPEN EVENINGS.
SOS West Itallroad Avenne.
WANTED Position by young man,
y
first class double-entrLOST.
bookkeeper.
Six years' experience. At present secLOST. A small black pocket book,
retary and bookkeeper for two cotton containing
$4 5.
Finder please return
mills and trust company. Wishes to to
Journal office and receive reward.
move to New Mexico. Best of refer
ence as to morals and efficiency. Ad
BAKERIES.
dress L. A. Tatum, Dillon, South Car
BREAD, PIES AND CAKES Deolina.
livered to any part of the city, wedivAiMWj, tsran and oat sacks ding cake a specialty; satisfaction
I
large size. Must be clean and free guaranteed.
S. N. Balling, Pioneer
rrom holes.
E. W. Fee. Best hay, Bakery. 207 South First street.
grain and feed; 620 S. Second Btreet.
Eoth phones.
tf
rROFESSlONAL.
WANTED.
Address of members of
PHYSICIANS.
Church of Christ. Pleasj address H
Journal office.
J9 DR. R. L. HUST
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Room
wai il,u nag carpets ana rugs
Tuberculosis treated with High.
to weave. Mis. S. H. Notley, Post
ranch, Old Albuquerque.
d31 Frequency Electrical Current and GerTreatments given from 8 a. m.
WANTED.
Heifer calves, suckling micide.
to 4 p. m. Trained nurse in attend
or weaned. C, care Journal.
tf ance.
Both 'phones.
FOR EXCHANGE. Have you a
D. NL SBAUM,
J.
DR.
good
you
team
want to trade on a
Practice limited to diseases of
house and lot. If so, see T. L.
the Ear. Nose. Throat and Lungs.
300 S. Broadway.
tf
Of14 and 15, Grant Block.
WANTED.
Boarders, private fam ficeRooms
hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
ily. 606 South Broadway.
tf Telephones: Colorado, 154. AutomaWANTED. I have a buyer for tic, 272.
prop-!
business lot or cheap business
erty. What have you to offer. T. L. DR. C. H. CONNER,
Osteopathic,
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway, tf
Physician and Surgeon.
WANTED To exchange goo.l imtreated.
All diseases successfully
proved city property for vacant lots. Ofllce,
Bldg."
the
Barnett
F. L. McSpadden, 3C0 South Broad- Hours: 8 to 12 a, m., and 2 te 4 p. n
way.
tf
Both telephones.
WANTED To exchange property DR. J. H. WROTH.
in Las Vegaa for Albuquerque properPhysician and Surgeon.
ty. F. L. McSpadden,
300 South
Albuquerque. N. M.
Broadway.
tf DR. E. BRONSON.
J.
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
Homeopathic.
or exchange anything, talk with F.
Physician and Surgeon.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Room 17, Whiting black.
WANTED To exchange a gooJ DR. W. G. 8IIADRACH.
$1,800 business for city property. F.
Practice Limited.
L. MrSpadden. 300 Sou th Broadway.
Eye. Ear, Nose, Throat.
POH MAIiF.
Oculist and Anrlst for Santa Fe coast
FOR SALÉ Furniture and lease of lines. Office, 313 H Railroad av.
house, close in; everything Honrs 9 to 12 a. m.: 1:30 to 6 n. tn.
new; going away reason for selling.
PROFESSIONAL NURSE.
d28
Address W. B., this office.
MISS RUTH E. MILLETTE.
FOR SALK. one combination rid- Swedish Massage, Manual Movements,
ing and driving horse; nlso one good Photophorla, and Hydrlatic Treatments, such as Vapor Baths, Salt
work horso. Inquire Rio Grande Glows,
Fomentations, Hot and Cold to
d27
Woolen Mills.
the Spine, and Cold Mitten Friction,
on
North given at Room 40, Barnett building,
FOR SALE. Four lots
by Miss Ruth E. Mlllette, gradual
Fourfh street, the onlv Jts left
the park. O. W. ii'.rong's Sons. nurse from Battle Creek Sanitarium.
FOR SALE. Goods and furniture
DENTCT8.
d22 DR. J. E. KRAFT,
at 505 Atlantic avenue.
Dental Surgeon.
See
FOR SALE. Sideboards, etc.
over
warehouse man, room 3, Grant build- Rooms 15 and 16DryGrant Block,
Goods Company.
Golden
Rule
ing.
d2S the
Automatic l'hone 272 ; Colorado, 154.
canFOR SALE New three-roovas roofed house, lots and furniture. E. J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
Offices: Ami jo block, opposite Gol524 South High st.
d24
Rule. Office hours: 8:80 a. ra. to.
FOR SALE. Ten-roohouse with den
p. m.; 1:30 to 6 p. in. Auto12:30
all modern improvements,
on easy
payments. Furnished or unfurnished. matic telephone 462. Appointment
Apply at 418 West Silver avenue, tf made by mall.
FOR SALE
residence on DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
North Fourth St., lot 75x142, at a barAuto Phone (11.
gain, If sold at once. P. O. Box 218. tf
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Are you Booms 21 and 22 Barnett Building.
Interested in mines. I have some said
ATXKNEYi.
to be good deals. Talk with me. T.
BRYAN.
L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
tf R. W. D. Attorney
at Law.
in
FOR SALE. Chicken ranch
Office In First Nattlonal Bank build.
Highlands; eighty fruit trees; one njr. Albuouernue. jy. M..
hundred gooseberry bushes; own watARCIU'fCTS.
er works; at bargain if sold soon. F. W. SPENCER,
J4
1006 South Edith.
V. O. WALLINGFORD
FOR SALE I have some good valArchitects.
ues In residence property. See me be- Room 41 and
47, Barnett Building.
fore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Both 'Phones.
,
South Broadway.
tf
LADIES' TAILORING.
FOR SALE. FOR SALE.
brick house, new with 8 lots, $2.100. M ADA M E G R O SS, OF NEW TO R K.
&
bldg.
Co., room 10 Armijo
Rankin
tf Dear Ladles I am here to spend
$4,000 TO LOAN on good real estate, an unlimited amount of money to
open as tine a custom tailoring estabat 8 per cent. P. O. Box 218.
lishment as you will find west of New
lL.JKJi?CL
. .
Call and place your order beFOR RENT Nice furnished room, York.
fore the rush. Satisfaction guaranwith bath, electric lights and modera teed.
conveniences, half block from car line.
Railroad avenue, over Ilfeld's,
Room 2GAddress A. J., Morning Journal.
tf
FO ft R KNT Modern
room fur- Of course you are going east? Why
nlshed. 724 South Second st.
tf not? The holiday rates are low. Ask
FOR RENT Nicely furnished four-roo- the Santa Fe ticket office for full parhouse. 215 Atlantic, Apply on ticulars.
premises.
tf
"
FO R R KNT. Large
front room
with board, in private family; also
206
rooms for light .housekeeping.
and Loans,
Real
(123
N. Walnut street.
Fire Insurance,
FOR RENT. One four-roohouse.
Apply 616 South Walter street.
d23
Bonds.
FO I "rÉ"ÑT T wo f u rñlsh ed roo ms
212M- South KcvoihI Street.
for lighthousekeeplng with bath. ApAutomatic 'l'hone 328.
ply to Wooten real estate company,
J'Olt SALE.
$2,600
brick cottage, bath,
corner 3rd and Gold.
tf
electric lights, barn, corner lot, tOx
tent,
FOR RENT. Three-roo14 2; N. Second street.
Apply at 218 West Gold ave. $1.11 50
frame cottage, N. 1st
St.; lot 60x142. trees, sidewalk;
FOR RENT. Two rooms for light
$r,00
cash,
balance on time.
housekeeping.
Apply mornings, 218 $2.600
frame dwellWest Lead avenue.
tf
ing, bath, trees, windmill; S. Edith
street.
furnishFoR RENT. Three-rooframe, new, barn,
ed house at 317 Pacific avenue. Ap $1,300
shade trees, city water, high locaply 116 West Coal avenue. .
tf
tion.
FOR RENT.
house at $2,000
frame cottage, bath,
606 South
Broadway.
Apply morn- etc.; S. Arno street.
llngs. 218 West Lead avenue.
tf $1,100
frame cottage, bath,
lectrlc lights, close In.
FOR RENT. Two rooms furnished
4
double houses, dose In, Infor light housekeeping, with bath. In-- i $6,500
come $80 per month; a good Investquire mornings, 10 to 12 o'clock, 223
ment.
cash, balance on time at
Half
North 4th strwf.
tf
8
cent.
rooms Somepergood
HHt RENT. Furnished
business properties for
with board, In finest location In the
sale.
city: hirtte yard, wide porches, every-- ! $1,600
New
framo cottage,
thing up to date. 4 22 North 6lh st. 31
well built, near shop; easy payFOR RENT Furnished rooms by
ments.
day or week, outside, entrance. Prl- - $3,300
brick, suitavate family. 115 West Iron ave.,
ble for rooming or boarding house,
third block south of depot.
on Highlands.
d22
frame, bath, electric
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with $2,600
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142,
board In a private, family. 602 South
Fourth ward.
Second st.
d21
frame cottage, elegant
FOR RENT Southwest room In $3,500
residence. West Tijeras ave.
modern house with board. 124 South $1,300
frame, near shops.
Edith st.
tf $1,200
frame cottage; new;
FOR RENT One six. one
North Eighth St.; easy terms.
house, new, 1105 and 1107 South 4th $3,000
modern
st., furnished or unfurnished; will be
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
(1y hy
e lth,
lights; barn,
116 West Coal, tf
brick cottage; modern
FOR
RENT. Furnished
front $3,300
well built; large cellar; good barn;
room; board ii desired. 208 North
Arno,
trees and lawn; fine location. West
tf Tijeras
road.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with $2,700
frame dwelling with
bath, 5!8 North Second street.
nIO
modern conveniences; well built. S.
FOR RENT. Roo me furnished for
Arno st.
light housekeeping.
Ideal place for $2,300
frame cottage; modhealth seekers. 130S Unlversltv Hill.
ern conveniences, tree and shrubbery, corner lot, 60x142.
FOR RENT Apartment In Park
$1.000
frame cottage; trees
View Terrace, eight room each, modand shrubbery; near shops.
ern equipment throughout H. H. Til- - Money
to Lian on tiood Heat Estate
ton, room 1. Grant Block.
tf
t lhv Rates of Interest.

hi
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Every woman aprecíales gin id Neckwear for the reason it h
often that a piece of Neckwear completes the attractiveness of
the costume. Our line this Christmas is by far the largest
we've ever shown.
The pricing ranges from 15 cents to $3.50.

-

TO BE MURDERER

Christmas Neckwear
For Women

,"V

Juicy

oranges, grupo fruit, liaiiamis, grss.
ami apples. Trotter A
N'noiiiiitoii
Han kins.
TflAYPROVE

.

and

concentrator construction.
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WANTED.
MiuwrigtiiH
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Three

"a.mhu
penters for
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1STER

ceedings without the name or permission of the attorney general and
th question was recently argued before Judge Abbott as to whether such
action can be had without the permission of that officer.
Judge Abbotts opinion
In th-- District Court of the County of
Hernallllo, Territory of New Mex-

1HEJ1ÍI0II
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a jewelry store can
bought from US
for
that a jeweler
would sell for $20.00 is marked in our
window at $12.00. Therefore, buy your
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"I want to register a vigorous com
Territory of Xew Mexico,
x tel..
Two letters were received In Albu- -'
querque yesterday from men high in plaint right now before the winter
Thomas S. Hubbell, relator,
vs.
Case No., 6330.
the councils of the republican party season is any further advanced," said
In Washington, telling of impending a prominent citizen last night to the
Perfecto Armijo, respondent.
"I was walking
success for the Hamilton Joint state Morning Journal.
Opinion.
to
bill. The letters came as private ad- -' down the street today attending
VThis is a proceeding by InformaDEPARTMENT TO INVESTIGATE
vices to officers of the joint statehood my own concerns when without a motion In the nature of quo warranto, in
have been ment's warning I was almost knocked
which on the relation of Thomas S.
FILING IN CHAVES COUNTY league and tosimilar lettersof the league
off my feet by a terrific blow In the
officers
forwarded
the
Hubbell, and in the name of the atback of the neck with a
One
Arizona.
carries
of
insurance
torney general. It Is charged, in subthat the bill will pass the house In snow ball, composed mostly of sand
stance, that Perfecto Armijo Is usurpIloswell land office has received the first week following the holiday and adobe. It raised a lump on my
ing the office of sheriff of RernaliHo a The
telegram from the Washington of- recess and the other Is from a prom-- 1 neck as big as your baud, and as a
county, and It Is sought to determine
fice to withhold
all desert land Ineiit senator who believes that the consequence I have had a stiff neck
by what right he Is performing
the entries In
In hlU will be passed shortly afterward and an aching head all day. I turned
townships
three
It
appeared
duties of said offtce. . As
Investigation hv
county,
pending
Chaves
without material Just in time to dodge another similar
the sennte
that the nroceeding was with the conThe three amendment. Both of these letters de- - missile thrown by the same boy. I.a-- !
sent of the attorney genera', the w rit of certain cases therein.
,s.
townships are Xos. 13, 14 and l.'i
clare that the outlook for the speedy ter I was struck on the side of the
requiring the defendai.t to appear and In
range 25 K. More easily under- passage of the statehood hill has ncv- -' head by another. If the first had hit'
show cause, was issued from this stood, they are
'
me in the face It would have smash-- 1
the three townships er been brighter.
court, practically as a matter of
west of Dexter
west
Hagerman,
of
ed my glasses and probably ruined my
r
Country.
Stirs
Clmves
course. Later the etfornev general
went of Ike Arthur.
eyesight with broken glass.
tiled in Che case a .'tuomen; tlu.t he and
The open letter recently written by
Although
of acres come
thousands
"I have no objection to boys having;
deha,
connnt and
had withdrawn
many Hon. K, V. Chaves, of Albuquerque,
clined further to prosecute the cause under this order, there arepatented and published In the Morning Jour- - their fun hut when pedestrians are
with bodily damage every
In behalf of the territory or in Ms homestead claims and much
has been widely
circula ted threatened
can be nal.
time there is a little snow on the;
name as attorney general. Theuupon! land ill, these townships, so It are
particularly!
Mexico,
Xew
throughout
not
ground It is time something was done,
the whole townships
the relator moved the court for leave seen that says
Kecord. In the rural districts, where Mr. Cha- -' If there is not a city ordinance pro-- !
the Uosweil
to proceed In the cause In his own be- - affected,
In these ves Is well known and very popular. hibitlng this practice one should be
half, but in the name of the attorney Whatever land there may he
townships that has not been taken up That his opinion not only has had passed Immediately. I have taken the.
general por forma.
weight In forming public sentiment,
hot come under the order.
matter up with
of thfc
"It Is conceded that in this tirrltoiy does
but that there was already a vast scii-- j city council and Itheammembers
said
An
office
he
land
of
official
the
going to follow;
the common law rgun!nj: such pro
among
In
line
loiter
with
the
timent
ceedings Is in fo"", as there has been dhl not uttaach much Importance to the native people, is made evident by It up. it Is an outrage when cltlaen.
the order, and that he looks for most
are publicly assaulted on the street
no legislation .nDdiíy.ni II.
laúd lo be taken from under letters coming to Mr. Chaves from all by
' The great
roughs, some of them almost
weiuit of author. :y ap of the
of Xew Mexico written by the
parts
sus
long.
in
While
before
grown men. And the worst of ll Is'
pears to be that su 'h k procccdirii js
Spanish-speakin- g
1
state-people.
The
not
counteu against
that women ar- not Immune from
subject to the illSiciellon of ;lie attor- pension, linn is
having one ment so often repeated by the enemies! tills form of rowdyism. I am going'
ney general, and wholly within his It, and the man now
or
Kiaienooci
people
native
ine
one
inai
month for proof will still have
control.
' Mexico are
solidly
against to do my best to keep tile matter hot
siiHnenslon is ended.!"'
until something is done by the city
"'Attorney Oeneril vs Habei dash- mouth when the may
(In
t
ly
Is
statehood,
contradicted authorities."
be a good thing Joint
Thus the order
ers Co., H Beavan, 36". 40l"M0t.
.okps for t hone who need by the outburst which has followed
" 'State vs. Gleason. v: FlorlHaVl 90. In nm
Al-- ;
" 'Attorney General s. Sullivan., 6.1 more time In getting water on their! this letter from the well known
of Traction I'aik Casino
success
buqiirrque
lawyer
whose
has
be
may
It
On
other
hand.
the
land.
Friday evening, December '2, by the
y
Mass.. 446.
unmp who are 'been professional and not political.
uuiopal mniiilm lintn
rtodiiguex Spanish opera company,
'Haupt-v- s.
lingers, i,iiiass., ?
reauy to mage meir prooi cao
direct from Spain. Spanish dancers,
v. Cook, fii Pac ,S9. !0. .j. Miow
f
CHIIISTMAS
OH
Dl'.t
TIOS.
o so. The order stops all transfers
I have come to this cic!usion re
opera. Admission only
HOI.I.V,
SMILAX.
CM. H'OltMA Spanish conile
arw assignments or entries unit come
3.1
the
luftpntly,
erson
in
I think a
and
cents.
as
Curtain raises at
.
y'
...
iioij.v 8:3a prompt.
.MisTi.irroir.
way. It is a blow to. I'Ki'i'i'.K.
sLKiation as the relatoi in tiiu t is undek.it. In this
i nr.
is.
agents.
wit
immigration
i:Ti
some
of
the
should have the rl Kill lif maintain such
THK .IAI KA JilMM'KIt Y CO.,
under
Before buying a bicycle, come in
a proceeding in h ft
f name,
"(iood Things to l'.at."
Original Curio Man Dead.
anil sec our slock. Albuquerque Novreasonable regula I
is to i'nsts and
Jacob Cold, the original old curio
d
elty Works, .lül South Second street.
In this
like incidental mat
Dressed turkeys, gcesc. ducks, lion
tory, especially,
he the man of Santa Fe, died Saturday last
court, if I at the Territorial Insane asylum at and springs at Trotter X Hawkins.
case, since Its supi
There will be an anvple supply of
decisions, has Las Vegas, of progressive paresis. He
rightly understand
turkeys mid alt oilier tits of meat
a
Time
In
Year's
of,
age
years
a
64
of
was
native
and
in the nature
your Christinas dinner at the
said that a proceed!
Gold.)
You will wMi you had saved this orj for
I'nloii Market. 207 V. st .ioi.l :iv?nue.
of quo warranto js the only one by the capital city, the son of Lewis
periodical.
maga.ine
or
in
llave;
that
to
settle
which the title of one In possession of one of the flrsl Americans
them bound and save tho.e vain rc-- j
T. J. Shinick has leinoved his .cagan office and prima facte entitled to Santa Fe after rhe American occupa-- ( grets.
All styles and prb cs at Mitch-- !
years,
many
while
hlsl
tlon.
and
For
ón ami horseshoeing slrip to the large
It,
that
But
can be determined.
hold
&
Litlnow's bookblndery at the' bulldin.;.
mental faculties were intact, he was1 tier
19 Copper avenue, '.'íree
defect. If It Is one, In the law of the very
successful. He established an Journal ofllce.
territory, can be removed only by
doors ,tst of his old si mi.
t4
i
on
agency
and
curio
business
Indian
legislation. It is the luty of the courts
Do you want to get Into business.
Hie,
in
street,
Francisco
Lower
San
to declare the law. not to make it.
llcln. bulk mince incut, apple butSee McSpad-- 1
house purchased by his father, thirty Small capital required.
(Signed) IRA A. ABBOTT, Judge.
man, 300 S. Broad- ler. Indian relish, sweet, sour and dill
the
years ago. His mental faculties then ilcn,
way.
If! pickles at Trotter .V Hawkins.
Learnnrd & I.lndfinann are offering falling, the business was sold. The
special inducements to piano buyers remains were Interred in the cemetery
MeSpuddon. the exchange man. 300
All kinds of nuts at Scliiitt's, second
tf of the Insane asylum.
now.
door north of postofllce.
South Broadway.
i
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Christmas Presents from us. Largest Hue of Indian Bracelets In the
city on display In our window.
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENFIELD, The Pawnbroker.

us

noiirnoit Aveno
net door to th St. Elmo. Albuquerque, N.
Hallroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed

.

'

Brought Without Permission
IMPORTANT

RULING

BY JUDGE

ABBOTT IN SHERIFF'S OFFICE CASE

Judge Ira A. Abbott, In an opinion
handed down yesterday, in the proceedings In quo warranto sought to be
brought by counsel fur T. S. Hubbell
againxt Sheriff Perfecto Armijo, to try
title to the office, holds that under
the existing New Mexico law, an action
of this kind can be brought only with
the consent of the attorney general of
the territory and In .his name, the
court holding the law to meiin thai
the attorney general has complete con.
trol over actions of this kind.
While this is not the flrac time
that the question of the power
of the attorney general has been
discussed by a court, the case l.
of considerable interest aside from
J ta
local importance
ir bearing on
the fight for the possession of the
sheriff's office.
When counsel for
T. S. liubhell had failed to hold
the sheriff's office for their client, by
defying the orders of the court, and
other methods out.fide the court, they
resorted to quo warranto proceedings
as the only one lit which the title to
the office, could properly be tri
Tlis action was begun with theí-!- "
mission of Attorney (eneral Prichard
and In his luirme, but before the maK
ter could be brought up In oourfc-Th-e
attorney general changed his mind,
and withdrew his name from the action, notifying counsel for Hubbell thai
whenever they care to bring similar
actions in the cases of Frank A. Hubbell and Kslavlo Vigil, who were removed from ofllce and successors appointed under similar conditions with
T. S. Hubbell, he would allow the use
of his name in all three casos Jointly.
This action counsel for Hubbell declined to take, for reasons not made
public, but generally accepted as based
on the fact that the cape against T.
S. Hubbell Is the most hopeful of the
three and that to link It with the other
two would be to risk an almost certain
defeat. Counsel for Hubbell therefore
sought to institute quo warranto pro

Í
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HOLIDAY GOODS
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We beg to call the attention of the families
of Albuquerque to the most complete
stock of "wet goods" to be found in the
We carry the finest of Ports
Southwest.
and Sherries, both domestic and imported;
Clarets, Zinfundels, Burgundies, and all
the finest and most popular brands of
Whiskies, such as Old Crow, Hermitage,
GuckenheimerRye, Green River, Hunter's
Rye and Wilson, both in bottles and bulk.
( We are also sole agents for the celebrated
Blue Ribbon Beer. I Telephone us your
orders. f Goods delivered free of charge
to any part of the city.
1

terrl-shoul-

j

ft

Mail Orders promptly and
cart'tuily attended to.
Open evening this week till

fl

ra
m

p. m.

j

I

ft
ft
ft

Stern, Schloss & Co.
ra

Automatic Phone

177

313-31- 5

West Railroad Ave

di

"WHAT TO BUY FOR
MADE

HIM59

EASy

1

t

'

O

ft oddites

oooo CIGA MS

in Fine

Leather

o

Pipes and Cigar

OOOO

Holders

o
o
o
o

In Imported (double stamp1) Cigars we have the leading brands, such as La Carolina,

Manuel Garcia, Henry Clay, Villar y Villar, Bock's, etc., etc.
Key West Clear Havana Cigars in a vast variety of shapes and sizes; packed in boxes of
J 2, 25, 50 and J 00.
In our line you'll find the following well and favorably known brands

CIGAR CASES

LKATI1ER AND RURRF.R
TOBACCO POUCHES
SMOKERS' SKTS
PLAYING CARDS
ETC.. ETC.. ETC.
AN INVESTIGATION WILL

M. Stachelberg & Co.'s La Fama Universal
E. Regensburg & Co.'s American
Y. Pendas & Alvarez' La Belle Supreme
S. I. Davis

PROVE A REVELATION
TO YOU. LET US
CONVINCE YOU.

Domestic

oo

GENERAL ARTHUR, in

CI IAS. CARROL,

II. TAI SER

t

CO.'S HARVARD, in

in 3 sizes,

TI

H

and

Cigars

nt

3 sizes.

J

(Mexican)

a Good Many Others.

m

o

;

IN STRAIGHT AND CROOKED
SHA PI'S; AT SMALL PRICES
AND IUG PRICES, P.UT ALWAYS
AT RIGHT PRICKS.
LOOK OYER OUR LINE.

f
1

'v

Yc mention

o
o

PIPPINS, PRIME FACTORS,
ULT I M OS.

oraeiniDera
A

Five-ce-

f

OWLS, ARTIIURETTES,

in 3 sizes.

LA INTERNACIONAL

MOUTH-PIECES-

'

only a few, such as

5 size.

LA AZORA, in 3 sizes.

Fancy SmokJn Tobaccos in
a profusion of brands

The

&

--

& Co 's El Sidelo

Our line comprises over fifty brands.

5 sizes.

FLOR DE ROTIIENBERG, in

o

t

Cigars

10-ce- nt

IN EVERY K IND COXCF IVAP.LE.
IN GENUINE MEERSCHAUM
AND P.RIAR. WITH AMI'.ER
MOUTH-PIECES.
HORN MOUTH- ANT)
RUBPiER
PIECES

TORTUON )OS.
1

LITTLE AMERICANS. LITTLE
ROTHENI1ERGS, COIN BONDS, Etc.

cruo

z&i
D. S. RoseiwvsJd, Secretary and Manager

Cigarettes and Little Cigars
of ctíery description

(Co

o

o
o

J
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by
Published by the
D. A. MACPHRRSON. President.
W.
H. B. HEXING, Clly Editor.
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Entered as eecond-rlamatter nt the postofílee at Albuquerque,
onder act of congress of March 3, 1879.
OP

Tllfi MOKMXf. JOLHNAL is TIIK

X KV

l KX I

X 1.

sri'PUItTINU TIIK

LKADI.Nfi
PUIVCII'l.l--

6

N. M.,

rv

Mexlí-o- .

KECURITTAT

j

ns

1

!
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PRE-INVENTO-

SAL B

RY

.

OXE WT.EK

LOW

t

OFFDIVIDE Ol'R PRICE BV ITVE ,íY)n
COMMEXCIXG
MONDAY, DECEMBEÍt 'l8.

OXE-FIFT- H

-

1
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bargains.
i-

WATCH FOR OUR NEXT AD

SALE.
post-offic-

of one

Mr nr.n

:!

When we say snaps we don't
mean any old thing. We mean

irsT.Trüiiovw

ron

at WashingMr. Murphy's attention Is miwl
The only aMr respectfully railed to the hlehlv In

The

Friday, December S3, 1905.

TWáSNAPS- -

house, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
furnished. This properly Is in one
of the. best locations In this city,
and Is for salo nt S'i.SOO.
house, N'or'h Fourth street,
with 3 lots 75 xl!2 feet, near in.

lobby

anee-dotstructive I'.ihlk-a- l
Ananias, now deceased

J O U RN A L.

II aAN on uOuu REAL
ESTATR

r.anlly denying that there is a power
ful
ton.

.

REAL ESTATE

In for Growler,
men use.i i ) e nusne.i.
tn the Sabbath, when now al) MO.VFTV

Is solemn and Huhed.
KLI'IUI.ICAX PAPKIt
"There's nu)xdy here but just me
)!' TIIK RKPIBM- - and Mark," say Mr. Murihv. indi.
S

CAN PAUTV AM, TIIK TIM! AMTIU:.MirriMlSOt'TIIEIU:PmUCA.V
FAUTY WlllIX TIIKV ARE RIGHT,

Larger circulation titan uny other
r in
In Xew Mexico Issued every day In ihe year.

i

Itt G

N

COLUMN

the. r.vsy Ai.i'iiAiiin.

BURKE, Editor.

OR

m ndaits

thev

Second
DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING COMPANY

M

e,

Globe Wernicke Rook Cases Reserved
Four-roohrlck on South
Kdith street. Jot SOxl 12, almost
m

new; price, $2,200.

I'riie.

J3.fie,o.
House and lot on West Haca avenue;
jr,n.
Ixts on North Fourth street.
IIotie and lot on South Walter Rfreil.

J; :D,;iE:M M'OBIS1

Morula;; Journal has a higher circulation rating than Is accorded
frame on South
Colo. 1'lione Hed 177 West End Viuduct Auto. Plione 471
Kdith street, full lot, tau t bo
r paper In Alhiioiicrtie or any oilier dally in New Mexico." Tile The deir, cute old Almanac wy that
the
Alhuiucrn,ue
now
perbuilt
for the price; $1,800.
Faker Journal
500-S0- 2
Ainerlenn .ewmM'r lilrectory.
SOUTH SECOND STREET
sists In attacking Delegate v". II. AnJanuary
Roth must ro
drews with "fllTty insinuations, cowTEKMS OI' Sl.'ltSCItlll'IOV.
brick, G rooms,
first. .Easy terms.
ardly
fabrications
and
untrue
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
Max must be as, sensitive Brick house and lot on West Coal
$3.00 charges."
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2.600.
Daily, by carrier, one month....?
UO on the subject of Mr. Andrews as UtRrlck housp, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
Daily, by mail, one month
50 ile Wl'lard.
North Second street,
'i
price, 2,6 50.
An American coach was Inslniclii.jr
ALKryuEKQl;!'.
NEW MEXICO
PORTERFIELD GO.
a class or young Filipinos in Mindlnuo House. 4 rooms, with lot .10x142 feet,
Palmer's and Wright's finest odors, put up in fancy boxes, at
In
In
Highlands:
i itiDAY MoitMNt;. ii: i:miii;i
gentle
)6.ri0.
the
football,
art of
when he
22.
110 Wast Gold Avi.
discovered they all had holoa hid in
house, lot 36x142, stable, etc.;
their sweaters.
This valuable sugTwo
acres
of land with fruit trees, etc.,
gestion will not be
by
and good buildings, one-ha- lf
mile
American elevens.
from postoffice, at a bargain.
Also Fancy Whisk Broom Holders and Infant Sets
brick house, nearly new, mod
Woman's sphere of activity is daily
ern improvements, at 13,150, on
widening. Oovernor Hanley of Indiana announces that it was through a
avenue. 12.700.
t.Oi'l below a portion of an Interview had by the Tucson Citizen wom:iu"s id that he put th lid on
house, lot 76x132 feet. In High-T?4
LOAXS
good
f
lands;
Kpes
location;
Hammond.
$1,160.
Randolph, one of the most active
111,11
with Colonel
e
Phone 451
on
Autnnttlc
brick
South Amo street:
SlB. 1,1 Arizona, and reproduc e it here for the purpose of showing the
-' ,unnrt.t
...vw...;.
t.
.
$2,100.
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMIJO BUTLDIXG
MUtllWIIIJ
"
I'"
kind of stuff that is used as "argument" ugainst joint statehood, by from Los Angeles that a train got
brick house, Tijeras avenue;
Blue Front.
117 West Railroad Avenue.
Both Phonea
modern, fine location; $3,300.
even the most prominent antis of Arizona. We'are told that Mr. Randolph in '"rough on the hatila he the other uav
house,
good
locafurnished,
without being wrecked. The story
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applied In their proper' places, has! '
been felt ever since the scientific In- terem In th ludían was first aroused
The forthcoming handbook I Intended
tn supply that need. It will include
the origin and meaning of all Indian
words that 'have been adopted Intoi
the English language, and there are
many of them In comjnon use, such as;
"hickory,"
"caucus,"
"mugwump,"
"hominy," "opossum," raccoon," etc.
Contributors to the Rook.
In 1891, when Mr. Henshaw was
compelled to give up the editorship on
Mr. F. W. Hodge
account of
took charge, and he has since had
of
the generil editorial supervision
the encyclopedia, as well as being one
of Its most Industrious and Important
contributors. He has been assisted by
Mr. William R. Holmes, chief of the
Mr.
bureau, of American ethnology:
Jumes Mooney. Prof. Cyrus Thomas,
Mr. N. It. HewUt, Miss Alice Fletcher,
Dr., J. R. Swanton, Dr. J. Walter
Fewkes ami other members of the
stuff of the bureau; Dr, Joseph D.
the late Dr. Matthews of the
army. Prof. Otis T. Mason. Dr. Walter Hough, Dr. A. Ardlcka, ami others
'of the Smithsonian Institution; Dr.
Franz Boa and Dr. William Jones of
the American Museum of Natural History; Dr. A. L. Trouder, Dr. P. K.
Ooddard and Prof. S. A. Barrett of the
University of California: George A.
Dorsey of the Field Museum of Chicago; Dr. IJvingston Farrand of Columbia university. Dr. Rowland B.
Dixon of Harvard, Dr. A. F. Chamberlain of Clark university. Worcester,
Mass.; Dr. Stewart Culin of the Brooklyn institute, George Bud Grinnell. editor of Forest and Stream, and others.
Yon will understand, therefore, that
the two volumes will represent a vast
amount of research and labor by men
whose lives have been In conslanl
for the duty. Professor
training
Holmes, director of the bureau, hopes
to have the handbook ready for líie
public during the coming winter.
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William E. Curtis. In a recent letter,
writes Interestingly of the, new encyclopedia of Indian hlutory, noon to
Will Be that Hubbell Is Still Treasbe Issued by the bureau of ethnology.
urer of Bernalillo County.
The letter Is In part as follows:
The bureau of ethnology of the
Smithsonian Institution Is about ready
Today the last case which will be to Issue a very Important work, upon
tried at the present term of court will which It has been engaged more or
be heard, that of the Territory
vs. less continuously since Its organizaFrank A. Hubbell, former county tion In 1879. It is to be called "A
treasurer of Bernalillo county, who Handbook of the Indians," and will
was Indicted on two counts by the fill two octavo volumes of about 1,000
lute grand Jury on charges of em- pages each. It Is nearly all In type,
bezzlement. Hubbell still holds pos- the proofs are read and a large porsession of some $15,829.66 and
tion has already been printed. It Is
of the funds of Bernalillo to be really an encyclopedia of the
county which he refuses to turn over Indian tribes of the United States and
to the county authorities on the Canada. It is Impossible to separate
ground that he Is still the county the aborigines of the two countries,
"easurer. It is set up by the prose- becuuse they have never known a
cution that Hubbell has been removed boundary, and since the beginning
from the office of treasurer and that0f history certain tribes have lived on
in holding possession of the county both. sl,d;s of that Imaginary
line,
funds he is guilty of embezzlement, The two volumes will contain practl- Tho trial will be a hard fought one loaiiy an mat we Know concerning me
and again brings up the question of North American Indians. It had Its
the right to the treasurer's office, now-hel- conception more than thirty years
by Justo Arm i jo, who Is now re- ago, when Prof. Otis T. Mason, of the
ceiving moneys and performing the Smithsonian Institution conceived '.he
duties of treasurer, Hon. W. B. Chil- - plan of preparing a classified list of
ders, A. B. McMillen and E. W. Dob - tribal names mentioned In the vast
son represent the defendant and Din- - literature In Spanish, French and
trlct Attorney Frank W. Clancy will English referring to the Indians. In
represent the territory.
due time several thousand names
were recorded on cards, and In con
JIRV DISAGREES IX CASE
nection with them Mr. James Mooney
AGAINST ED. HICKOX prepared a series of maps showing
Ed. Hickox, who was a deputy the distribution and location of the
sheriff under T. S. Hubbell, was tried Indians on the western hemisphere.
Prof. Mason continued his labor until
yesterday In the district court before other duties compelled hint to give
Judge Ira A. Abbott, on a charge of It "up, when It was placed in charge
carrying deadly weapons.
of Mr. Henry W. Henshaw, who for
Hickox was serving as a guard
,0 makfi ,ne v0,ume
lhe ,
the court bouse during the late un- - enoyf.lopP(llc in cniiracltr. On the or- '"""mura5 unu
ganizatlon of the bureau of ethnology
to supper one evening was arrested the late Major Powell published a
by Sheriff Perfecto Armljo and thrown claswltlcatlon
of the various tribes by
Into jail, where he was held for a linguistic stock, on a scientific basis,
number of days. The sheriff took a and that Is the corner stone of the
wicked looked 45 CoWs off of Hickox present great undertaking.
and lodged a. complaint of carrying
Scox of Subjects Covered
deodly .weapons against him.
The dissolution of tribal
L
prev-,
.relations
Hickox had served during the
nñ
,h Tn
nllrt,.
summer as special officer at thjdanH. thel. educRtlon ln tne Kngllflh
i.unuio, huh mr hi rem. uy siriiuju nun language and their adoption of the
more of a test than otherwise. Yes-- 1 customs of the while men makes It
terrtkf!nie'swoti defended by Attorney lyery Important that every foci, of his-- !
"Modestar- - Orna,' "Whni ser up that lorii ill or ethnological interest con
Hickox wits a deputy sherlfT and. was cerning their aboriginal period should
on duty and had a right to carry be collected and preserved as soon us
weapons. District Attorney. Clancy possible. This work has nor. been unheli that Hickox was not a deputy dertaken any too soon.
Twenty-fiv- e
sheriff and that In the event that he or thirty experts have been at work
go
to
no
armed.
right
was, he had
for years among the Indians themThe Jury In the case could not ugree selves, gathering material from origand were discharged and It Is more inal sources; others have been engagthin likely that the case will not ed in searching authentic works relatcome up again for trial. Hickox did ing to the American tribes; while othnot appear In court, his attorney en- ers have been engaged In putting
tering a plea of not guilty for him.
these facts in chronological order
and preparing them for publication.
much material of vital Interest and
JURY DECIDES AGAINST IDE So
Importance has been found that the
first edition will be In a measure only
general. It Is proposed to pursue the
PECOS VALLEY
inquiries still further, and add at least
:two more volumes one of geography
and the other of biography and thus
preserve much material that has been
crowded out of the handbook as it
at present.
stands
of
trial
the
the
Jury
that heard
The
been
has
It
endeavor of the edicaso of the Pecos Valley and North- tors to make the
the
work as populur as
eastern Railroad company agulnst F. possible and to bring
It within the unH. Harris, on a freight rate question derstanding
of all classes of people.
recently decided In favor of the Indinot only a book of reference, but
vidual, as it found that the railroad UN
will be a fascinating story for those
Immigrant
on
paid
the rate
should be
who arc Interested In lnGiau lite ami
goods which, defendant claimed the character.
The two volumes will concompany should charge. It Is an InIn alphabetical order, descripteresting Cuse, being a test of the rate tain.
tions of every
and settlement in
proposition. W. W. Gatewood, attor- America north tribe
of the Rio Grande,
ney for the defendant, furnishes the
with accounts of their history, manfollowing outline of the case:
ners, customs, arts, Industries,
lanKanF. H. Harris, shipped from
guage, religion and methods of govsas City to RosWell. four carloads of ernment. The relations of each tribe
freight, which Included graders out- with the United States will be reviewed
fit, household goods and live
stock. and a synopsis of every treaty will be
The station agent at Kansas City given. There will be a history of the
gavi Harris a contract of shipment agency system, and the financial relawherein the' freight was classified as tions between the government and the
Immigrant's" outfit, but after giving Indians, and a concise account of the
this contract billed It through as a policies that have been applied from
grader's Outfit Under the Inter-slat- e
time to time in solve the Indian probcommerce law the freight rate on Im- lem; the methods which have been
City
to
migrant outfits from Kansas
adopted to secure their lands for while
Roswell ws.4úc per 100 pounds, but settlement, and the endeavors that
on grudenj.'. outfits, it was 97c per 100 have been mode toward their civilizapounds, i. This 'made a difference to tion. All of the Indian wars will be
Harris of about $500 on four cars. described at length, and under the
When the freight arrived here the names of each tribe will be recorded
company refused to accept, and Har- every event ami incident of importance
ris proceeded to take forcible possesfrom their, first contact with the while
sion of his freight without paying anyrace up to the date of publication.
thing. The company brought suit
Nylin's of Trllies.
against htm- - for the whole 1950. He
Special uttentlon has been given to
the tribal nomenclature end words of Incame lujo court and tendered
$450 and the case went to trial on the dian origin that have been adopted
Issue as to whether he should pay the Into the English language. All the triThe jury found buí organizations will be defined, and
45v or the 97c rate.
In his favor, and as Is the rule of the the history of each will be given. In
courts wi)ere a tender Is made and many cases there are several names
the amount recovered by plaintiff for the same tribe. At the time of
does not exceed the tender, the rail- the early exploration and sttlement of
North America there were encounterroad Is held for the costs.
many nations and tribes, varying
ed
1
lii customs ami speaking a diversity of
NOTICE.
A lack Of knowledge of
PARTIES INTERESTED IV THE laiiftuugM.
JIXIA MINE THAT REPRESENT the aborigines and total Ignorance of
their language led to many curious
AARON l'IXREY'S INTERESTS
errors on tho part of the early explorIN HELIj OANVON
ARE REqUKSTER TOCOME ers and settlers. Names were applied
FORWARD AND 1K THE ASSESS' that hud no relation whatever to those
MENT WORK I OR THE YEAR 1808. by which the wune Indians and oby
Willi AM CIIAPMN. jects had been originally known.
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Sonic of them were nicknames; others
were mistake. The name of the tribe
(X)MPOCNR EUCALYPTI'S SYR- was fruuently applied to another,
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unpronounceable,
AT many names were
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mHill
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Consequently, for
glish alphabet.
the eurly litreasons,
and
other
these
tetophone
enrpenter
you
a
need
If
In
American
regarding
the
erature
HcM.idfii.
dlans, and much of It down to the
RE present day Is confusing and InaccurYOUR" UUFOHTKIt W1IJ
PLEASED WITH A MAMMH.IN OK ate.
The need of a comprehensive
SEE
(.UTAH Hill CHRISTMAS.
by which these names might ne
work,
HO
A
IT
IJNREMAXN
LEARNARR
lUimiillod,.uu4 then. words.. nilghtub
Defense .Against

Two

Indictments

$16,-261.-

.

.

atUtted
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j
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The McBrian Furniture Co.
205 Gold Ave.

Store Open Evenings

Ideal

X

X-M-

Colo. 'Phone

R-

29$

-

Say!
Mr. Horseman,

Presents

as

DIP IT EVER OCCÜR TO YOU THAT YOUR

V

X

Father, Mother, Brothers,
Sisters and Sweethearts
CHINA

CTSETS

CUT GliASS

MENS' ROCKERS
LADIES' DESKS
PICTURES

FIXE LAMPS

(

ART CHINA

TRUNKS, RAGS
nml

SUIT

t

Have your work done

Next to

MORRIS CHAIRS

RUGS

ROCKERS
(OMIUNATION DOORCASES

CHILDREN'S CHAIRS

DRESSING TARLES

ROCKERS aiiil TARLES

CARVING SETS

PENINSULAR RANGES

ROASTERS

Trimble's Red Bam

for

TO ORDER

Shirt Waists Suits,

$?5
tf

Everything furnished

According to a dispatch from Marathon, Texas, recently published In the
New York Herald, there Is u crack In
the surface of the Lone Star state that
my rival the Grand canyon of Arizona.
M. BERGER, Wholesale Ajtui
The dispatch follows:
.The second largest crack in the
Copper, Auto. 'Phone 626
'.,,XMiiasctiYieiiT 1'
earth in the United States has been
discovered In a 'remote part of the
Terlingua quicksilver district, ninety
miles fouth of here, according to Dr.
William B. Phillips, formerly director ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
of the state mineral survey, who Is
WHOLESALE
now operating mines In that section.
Matinee and Evening
Dr. Phillips says this crack is fourMERCHANTS
Friday, December 22
teen miles, long and no less than 700
feel
1.800
is
It
uny
point.
feet wide at
Wool. Hides & Pelts
deep. The walls are ulmost perpena
The Eminent Tragedian
dicular.
ALRUQUERQUE
LAS VEGAS
The country where It is locuted has
an altitude of about 3.000 feet. CareThornton, the Expert
ful exploration of this remarkable
crock has not yet been mude. U Is
IS NOT
believed that search may reveal rich
DEAD
quicksilver.
particularly
minerals,
TRY HIM ON STEAM' CARPET
MATINEE AT 2.30 P.M.
any
human
CLEANING, MOVING. PACKING
The crack Is far from
Recital of ShakcsiM'iirc's
SHIPPING AND GENERAL HOUSE
habitation, with the exception of the
Play
Immortal
in
CLEANING. STOVE REPAIRING.
shack of un old Mexieun, who lives
by
Cull up either 'phone.
its gloomy bottom. He was found
a party of hunters, but fled ut their
approach and reached the bottom of
Albuquerque
the crack by means of a rude rope
tin
from
made
'Foundry and Machine Works
ladder, which he had
fiber of the cactus plant.
At
M.
It. P. HALL, Proprietor
P.
8:30
the
The hunters followed him down
bidder and cornered him In his house
iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
I
The old man could not be i nduced )a
on' Lumber Cars. Pullevs, rate
I
I
liars, Rnbbltt Metal, Column! s
tulk much. Only a glimm er of the I I I I I I V
i7 VL4V4J141I
andiron Fronts for lUilld
sun could be seen from the bottom of; 1 141
logs, Repnlrs on Mining ai1
did not
iho
...v nit- nml the Americans
Mllllu- - Machinery In Our Specialty
tarry long.
ADMISSION:
They notlcod that a stream of pure
FOUNDRY
v.uhhled no near the Mexican's Matinee
. 2."and ."Oc Enut Side Railroad Track. Albininerqiin
...
ne
seenieu
that
and
shack,
.;vt.nin!t
.5UC nml 75c
mid other edi uh
mi
iiliruj
r,n the irraSS
.l
l.oui
bles.
Seats mi Snln nt MiKumiV I l.inwilnv
,.n.i nhrnhherv which covere'l me niwr
December 2tst, at 9 a.m.
galh.
were
Insurance
of the cavern, and chickens
red around the house of tne nerum.

Walking Skirts,

-

$15

Everything furnished

T

LADIES TAILOR
IllVId llltM k. Corner Third
Room
street and Railroad Ave.

C. A. HUDSON:
Watt Taper ana

Jap-a-La-

FREDERICK WARDE

118

"Hamlet"

naThe discovery of this freakRigofRend
tbe
that
fact
the
récalls
ture
country was until a few years ago the
of desperate outlaws.
rendezvous
fuMexicans and Americans. Many and
tile pursuits after these murderersSlates
thieves were made by United
and Texas officers of the law.
may
The discovery of this factevaded
criminals
these
how
expliln
bellev--- j
capture so easily. It Is
murip the cavern their
.i,
rendezvous, and some persons think
that a vast store of robbers' treasure
may be found there.
The Taylor gang of train robbers,
who held up a Southern Pacific train
near Valentine years ago. were reported at the time to have obtained
mild that all of
about $60.000. It Is gang
were afterthe members of the
ward captured or killed, but none of
the money was recovered. They made
their rendezvous In the Rig Bend
country.
The orack Is to be explored as soon
as an expedition can be organized.

Christmas Matinee

THIRD

Frazee

&

Browne Present

The Laughing Show

THE

J. O. Bsldrldfw'i Lsunbar
Auto. PboiM M.

SECURITY

kf) jour ri.WO. ITR TitCNks, vi:iii i.i:s. mi.u- niAMHSK. MACRINKRY and nn
a rl Irlo, largo or small, for uny length
of time, in their new and
storage warehouse,
at reasonable
ruten. .Money leaned on rixmIh Moivd.

"Hooligan in

nnti:,

New York"

j

4.
ijj

OITICKS:
fíRANT RLOCK
ROTH rnON'FS

17

50c, 75c and $1.00

Golf

E. BELL
J.
Livery, Feed and Sale
..STABLES..

TIIEENGLEWOOD

and Store: 506

S
it

s

W. R. R. Av

a-

Te,,

Mexico City, Mixloo
January 1306
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Arkanxns, Colorado, Illinois, Indian Territory, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Wisconsin,
South Dakota, and all Points In the Southeast; tla

El Paso Qi Southwestern System

Rock Island System
THE ROUTE OF

The Golden Sta.te Limited

Toti & Gradi,

u!

-

LOW ROUND TR.IP R: ATES TO
j

as

III-II-J1- T

i

- -

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

One rcgiilnr first class fnre for the
round trip.
Rutes of sale January 1st to 12th,
Inclusive.
rinal return limit February 28, '06.
Tickets to be limited for continuous
passage In each direction.
For full Information call at ticket

MRS. J. nOf!LM2X. Vrup.
of
Auto. Pnons 101
Douglas has an organisation
young men known as the Thirteen Corner Seeond Btreet s.nd Copper Are,
T. K. rURRV, Agent,
club. Recently they Initiated Edward
Albuaurraus. New Mexico.
Fleming Into the mysteries of the orAlbuquerque, X. M.
ganization. The candidate was In
through the streets of Douglas The St. Elmo Sample and
and thon taken to a laundry, whers
Club Rooms
he was put In a washing machine and
Dealers la
given a churning. Then he was trotManors Krvl. A Good Place GROCERIES, PROVI8IOXI,
MAY,
ted out sguln, and flnully tumbled In- Choice
weury
away
hours.
while
the
ORA IX AND FOQU
to a water tank, the temperature of All to Popular Oames.
Keno every FtM
tho
which was nearer the freezing than
line of Imported Wtoee, lienors
Mondity, Thursday and Saturday
the boiling point. Then the young
Ofar. Place roaras.orden
Nights.
man was declared a member of the
for this line with
RAHXKTT,
JIW.PI!
í 120 V. Rnllrond Ave.
NORTH THIRD STREET
biujquqt,,,,.. .... ,
club auikKlyen,
Proprietor

lii

fll rll l'fl rl fl ra fl fl fl rl'fl4a rlt
-

Matinee, 25c and 50c

,'

here-

Automatic Phone 401.

CYCLONE OF FUN

Rob Sees Tiger's Finish.
Rob Tate, who has been runnl:i
the Ord hotel and bar In Douglas during the last two years, states that It
looks to him very much as If pub.lc
gambling In Arliona was about over.
Speaking of Blsbee, he predicted that
before another year has passed tber
Boarding Horses SpecUttjr
will not be a game running In that
Saddle lloraos
famous camp. Mr. Tate has closed the
KIUhp Ami
.iMinvwiiw
114
W.
tabe
soon
will
buildings
the
Ord and
ken away to muke room for tbe new
First Natlonul bank building.

Edward's Initiation.

j"

Office

Prices:

Contractor, having incorporate'd

Arno E. Iluninp;, E. E.. M. E.. has joined the company
as a partner. The Company will do a general Electrical
contracting business in the territories of New Mexico
and Arizona, such as House Wiring for light and
power, installing of electrical plants of all kinds, erecting transmission lines, modernizing plants and lines.
They will carry in stock a complete line of Electrical
Supplies, Chandeliers, Electroliers, Motors, Batteries,
etc. Estimates on all electrical work cheerfully and
promptly furnished, and all work guaranteed to be the
most modem and perfect, and promptly executed.
Decorative lighting and electrical signs furnished
and installed. Call on us, phone us, wire tis, or write
us, and he convinced.

COMPANY

Will wifclv

Doth Phones

Nash Electrical Supply Co.

STORAGE!:

WAREHOUSE

MARQUETTE

under the laws of New Mexico, will
after be known as the

jUiielitlii

OfSoc In

STORAGE!

ft

M. Xasli.the Electrical

and. Night

Monday, December 25

t

P&inf tvnd Gl&ss

Contractors' Materials

Fire

Yard.

STREET

NORTH SECOND

S&sh and Doors

A. E. WALKER

;ELK'S OPERA HOUSE

;

J J

c

RJO GRANDE LUMBER. COMPANY J

GSe

ftill p,f
OAPOf
Vj

Ballaici

I

First Cías Work Guaranteed
Prices Reasonable

'

Sientan Ustiil

V

211.

SH-eialt-

8'""

i

Mi,

Madam Gross

Gross, Kelly&Co

time.

i

e
clothes for ladles
for ladies are not expensive;
they are a positiva raving oí
many dollars yearly.

Plenty would leave a great want
unsatisfied were flour missing. To be
certain that the bread, pies and pastry for the Thanksgiving dinner are in
keeping with the other good things
see to It that "EMPRESS" is branded
on your flour sack. That's a flour
that has all the qualities that the
knowing housewife seeks without a
single drawback. Safety lies in buying Empress flour.

ago he could not remember. He had
to .be
lived there because he wanted
alone. He hud visited noquiua. few
town about thirty miles distant, a

i

Mi

:

Not Expensive

The Thanksgiving Horn of

CANYON

:- -z

(

Tailor-mad-

DF

.i.

4

Deli-Oer- y

CRACK IN TEXAS MAY RIVAL
GRAND

5,SSS.PER

The careful attention we give
to every order we take Is largely responsible for our steadily
Increasing patronage.

sac
IRE

prevent regrets.

and

Growing Popularity

Hold Any Anieles

Christmas

right

W. H. SMITH,

ENTER STANDS

INTER-FER- E

IF PROPERLY SHOD?

OR STUMBLE

PLATE RACKS

CASES

SILVERWARE

We Witt

HORSE WOULD NOT OVERREACH,

I
,

For Fidl Particulars

Ace

any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

FL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent
kk

j
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feto Fall Styles

Are Shotvin

We

"

1

Carpets, Rugs

i

Friday. IHwmlior 22. 1905.

SHRISTMRS PRESENTS

Art Squares
Matting. Linoleum
Curtains,
Portieres a.nd
'

We appreciate, the immense in
our Christmas trade, which for
December

to actually

amounts

three hundred per cent over last
year, and we sincerely wish you
every one "A Merry Christ-

CARVING SETS
LARGE STOCK
BEST GRADE
LOW PRICES

Draperies
Also a complete line of
BLANKETS
PILLOWS
.

mas.

II. E. FOX

COMFORTERS

New Mexico's Leading Jeweler.

m

I

Our 'Prices Are the Lotvest

ALBERT FABEHj
305 RAILROAD

GRANT BUILDING.

Washington, Dec, 21. New Mexico:
Snow in north and east, fair In southwest port ion. Friday; Saturday fair.
Arizona: Generally fair, Friday ami
Saturday.

ClñíCS

legal

Otl

to

IlllSillfSX.

JOHN

We hnve the largest and best as- aortment of Rome Nickel Plated Ti'a
and Coffee Pots, Carving Sets with
r
sterling mountings,
ctrcu laung
Percolators. Prices right. Whitney
company.
tf

THE WEATHER.
Forren!.

Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls lias

eeeeeeeeeeee

I

S. BEAVEN

i

re-

Iis

SALAD BOWLS
CHOCOCLATE SETS

CHAFFING DISHES
FIVE O'CLOCK TEAS
COFFEE POTS
CHIMB TRAYS .
XUT CRACKS & PICKS
SFGARS & CREAMS
SYRFP PITCHERS
TEASPOON'S

TABLE. SPOONS
KNIVES & FORKS

Coffee Percolators
THE UNIVERSAL THE
FINEST THING OUT

2

L

WE II AVE HEAITIIT L IIOI.I.Y,
MISTLETOE AM) OTHER CHRIST'
M S GREENS.
GET YOI lt ORDERS IN EARLY. THE MONARCH
GROCERY CO.

PLATED WARE

CAKE TLATES
It READ & BETTER
PLATES
SI GARS
CFPS & SAFCERS
CREAMS
OATMEAL DISHES
BERRY SETS
1XOWER VASES
FANCY PLATES'
TEA POTS
CELERY TRAYS
OLIVE DISHES

of the estate. Mr. Williams was quite
well and favorably known In this city.

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

turned from an Important trip

AVENUE

FINE CHINA

WOOD

CUT GLASS

AND

IS?

J. W. Masurs, of the MrRrian FurLEAVE VOIR
ORDERS FOR
niture company, will leave In a few HEAR MEAT. Tl'RKEYS.
IH'CKS
rl.tyn.for the fast, where lie goes for
l
í.l'l i' vi- rin.' i i v iii
l he
now
a
purchasing
stock
of
,
purple goods for his company. K;.
Nm, 2X ST
of
The romiany reports an Immense lin.!
Postal has a largo force of ro-iday business,
i,i,io
ssr tigers.
Cull for them to
Murphy, a Tieallhsceker dclivr-- your Christmas packages. ÚH
George
front Milwaukee, died early yesterday
BOTH PHONES
502 S. FIRST ST
A perfect remedy for rl -- M'sia in
morning at his room in the Highlands of consumption.
The body Is animals. Interiiiiiiriiial Stork Fttotl.
being held by O. W Strong's Sons Gives rciiiarl.ahlo results in "toning
up the entire system.
E. W. F
pending advice from relatives.
(120 S. Sectintl street.
122
teased for 4a years of age.
Hert liryant, the atTITahlo employe
' SOME
WE II AVI' SHIPPER
at William Fart's meat market on
South Second street, is irjoicing over EXTRA FINE APPLES IXR THE
Under Savoy Hotel, cor. First tml SilTRADE. IMiN T FORGET
the advent of a son and lo ir who IIOI.IDU
ver ave., opp. Santa Fe depot.
EM WHEN ORDERING.
THE
arrived at the family home on North Til
nt nil Hours.
MON
Meals
ROII
CO.
GROCERY
Mr. Bryant
Second street yesterday.
0hmi Day nntl Night.
has been doing honor to the little felSEE OCR DISPLAY WINDOW'S
Private Dining Rooms, First-clalow's arrival.
AND GET AN IDEA OF OCR LINE
Service.
.Irstis Armijo, who thoughtlessly LINE OF FANCY BOX CANDIES-A- LL
Oysters Received Dally. Game
smashed in the rloor of a neighbor's
A
GRADES
PRICES.
anil Pish when in season.
house Wednesday night, while seek- NICE BOX
OF
OXI EO'I 'lONs
ing to find his way to his own bed. MAKES A VERY AC EPT W'.I.E
Bar in Connection.
was yesterday allowed to serve fifteen OHRIS'IM S GUT. THE MONARCH
CHARLES E.SVNTAAGG. PROP
days on tht' street gang In default of GROCERY CO.
fiftrrii-ilnlla- r
ft
Judge
line which
For (nick Inun,
Crawford deemed Just.
4,
See Household I.oan Co..
Room
There will lie great times to night In Until
building, open evenings, d.11
royal
Elkdoin. That
prince of enter
lcK Warde
will pre
tainers.
HEAIOFRTEKS FOR CHRIST- ON
Side at a (tor-lsession of the Klks M S GOODS. VI' II XWLEY'S
ALL STYLES
tl'JI
tonight at a p. m Immediately after '''HE CORNER
SS.ao
tils recital in the opera house. Their1
Imit of cimmI riimlv makes n most
is no more enthusiastic
Hum acceptable Christmas 'gilt.
Elk
YVe have
arrie.
fc loves the order anil has just received It fresh supply of Head-ley'- s
line candies
devoted time and talent to its develthat cannot lie
nprnent. lie delivered tin- memorial equaled In quality anrl aptsarancc. A.
Mulny.
J.
nd'lress before the lodge at Cheyenne,
Is the Store where those
Wyn , this year
The Klks will bring;
who pay cash or are
$0.00 n ton
Cerrillos
AN EXCEITIONAL IURGAIN IN
tonight
now
willing
ladles
Klks
and all
thrlr
to run buy Gri reres
GOOD SOI
FIVNOS, AT LEAR-American Block, Gallup. .$0.00 a ton
In the city who arc not members of
11(11 X LI N DEM N N S.
of the right quality at
the lowest prices In the
the local lodge are cordially Invited,
Southwest.
I H WE Till'. LARGEST STOCK
with their ladles.
OF TOY S IN THE ( TI V.
COME.
A full delegation of .;iks will meet
Our stock of Nuts anil
l:RLV ND AXOID HIE Rl SI I
the flyer from the east to welcome HAW LEY'S BOOK SORE.
Candies nre as large as
d 'Jt
$.).",
ton
any in Albuquerque.
Frederick Warde to this city. It is a
r.nn kid body dolls
rare privilege to have an actor of
ost,
It w ill pay you to call
T HYWLEY S ON THE (XRNER.
such attainments visit Albuquerque.'
or plume tills week.
Warde lias established a national rep-- i
YVE WILL RECEIVE FRESH FOR
iitatlnu not only as a royal Klk, ami THE CIHHSTM
YS DINNER:
an entertainer of rare power, but as
HEYD LI ''IT ICE,
$2.25 and $2 75
Mill Big Load
a tragedian who lias no superior now
GREEN PEAS.
before the footlights. Warde wants to' GREEN BEYNS,
WAX BEANS.
establish a national theatre where
GREEN CHILI,
The Big North End Store
plays r.f merit can lie produced by ac-- I
I
EMBERS.
tors of renown ami where native play-- !
CELERY',
W rights
315 West Marble Avenue
may be encouraged anil in
RYDISIIES. ETC..
time American tragedies can be piar-M YLAG Y
.R YPES.
Colo. Blk 2"1. Auto. 023
Phones:
erl upon the boards
SI I'.YWBERRIES.
rhones: 110 Black 280
YXGEs,
OR
Mrs. J. II. Williams, accompanied'
It Y N AN AS,
by her little son, left last night fo, j
W.ireham, Mass., with the hotly of her! PEARS.
APPLES.
wherever It
Irf A ri'I.L that pulls,
husband
who died 111 this city on! PEACHES.
wc
tell Is a
Wednesday night at their home on
tale
grip.
The
a
takes
A. 3. MALOY.
Mr. Williams, who!
Mountain litad.
tale r.f a pull. Don't let the moral
IX)R SALE.
was folly years of age. came to this
Hi p.
r It y two
months ago from New York' TWO OP THE I F.ST I)TS IN
EASTERN
THE
LOSE
We have a pull with economical
ADDITION.
City, suffering from wraX lungs and
A BARti YIN.
.XXX, .lot
c IN.
pen.le,
because we always give a
for a time seemed to Improve.
brought his wife and one rhlld out
good enduring plumbing job at the
and had decided to remain here, (ml Have your pictures framed at C. A,
lowest prices.
Wednesday evening he was taken with Hudson' 118 North Second street.
severe hemorrhages and died during
For Sale.
e left quite a sum of
the night.
Kan- money in the hanks and his niece. sa s,Mrw I.. fbe Wytner,in oftenPeahodv,
days with a
litre
a tear her at the Albuquerque Indian car of Jersev cows.
Thee ean be
Ki liool will he appointed
administratrix seen at Itliieher's ganl.-n- , Old Town.
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COAL

Put a
Pair of

-

t

Sorosis
Shoes

arc ngents for the P. & R.
the Finest American Cut

We

Glass. Many beautiful articles nt very reasonable prices

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

Where to Dine Well
Sania Fe Restaurant

FOURTH STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

in the

Christmas
Stocking

,)

Í O.W.STRONG'S SONS

ss

FEE'S CANDIES

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Walton's Drug Store
ONLY

MONUMENTS
White and Black

Hearts

201

211

North Second Street

Albuquerque Cash

t

I

Grocery Company

'

1

.

TOU WILL BE PLEASED with

'

line of Imported Cutlery

COAL

-

Cf

t;

the largest in the southwest.

A fine assortment of Five O'clock Teas, Chaffing

Dishes, Home Comfort and Miller Steel Ranges

COKE

.

our elegant

world's best"

t

Coffee and

WOOD

f A large

stock of Rome

"the

Nickle-plate- d

Tea Pots, the finest goods made.

.

WlilAIIN&CO

j

You will not leave our store disappointed.
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest.

j

i

1

f

.:L.

"Hiim

wi

122 W. Stiver

if

i,

J.

i..

jJe.

L. 'Bell Co.

EVERETT
FOR FI.VK DIAMONDS

EVERETT
For Fine, Wati hen.

$

Railroad An)e
EVERETT

up to

f 150.00

EVERETT
Candelabra,

Canes Fmbrellas, etc.

EVERETT
For Fine

.Silverware,
Sets, YY'aler Setn, etc.

Tea

EVERETT
For prenenta of all sorts,
Useful,, beautiful, lasting, for
Chrlstman Gifts,. The finest
foods at "lowest possible

prion.

EVERETT,

EVERETT
For Rings, Brooches,
Itm kets, etc.

Chain',

EVERETT
Has been with you for 22
years and guarantee everything with a guarantee that

Railroad Ave.

113-115-1-

17

Marquette Avenue,

eeeetteeee

Albuquerque, New Mexico

eeeoeeeeeeee

..DIAMONDS..

A

Unredeemed Pledges at Low Prices

I have a large stock of Diamonds, big and little, and tome of the most
beautiful genm ever brought to this country, that I am going- to sell
before the new year, and I will nell them eheup rather thun tthlp
them to an cutern wholesale market.

H. Yanow,
III

South First Street

North First Street

401-40- 3

In the Last and Final Push of
"Purchasing Christmas Gift j
In the mad endeavor to buy suitable fancy articles
for presents, bear in mind that the most satisfactory
gift for men and boys is the practical article.
m

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO
ZL

inH Retail Hardware

"Tí'-í'JÜ-

AND REX I I.INTKOTE ROOFING.

First Street

is good.

"S

Sash, Doors, Glixss, Cement

For Toilet Sets In Silver,
Ebony and Rosewood.

For Clinks,

XAhftiAcai

The Tromvt Vlumher

EVERETT. !L'U MBER.I

Vhe Leading Jebueler,

Whitney Company

the Pawnbroker

WEST RAILROAD AVENTE

JVo

Other Thing Could

Gíh)c

as Much

Satisfaction as tOearin Apparel
Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Shoes, Shirts, Handkercheifs
Gloves, Mufflers and Ties are all suggestive.
u

SIMOJV STEH.JV, üe

R. R.

A-Oc-.

Clothier

4

